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ABSTRACT

Texture is a major index of food quality and it is a major index of quality in food
processing plants. Texture is one of the most important quality attributes of the french
fry and is important for quality control in the potato processing industry. Indentation
tests are frequently used in the food industry as a simple means of texture evaluation.

However, indentation tests generally provide empirical results for product texture rather
than fundamental results.

This thesis attempted to onderstand how mechanical

parameters characterizhg the textural properties of french frics could be derived from
indentation tests. The focus of the first part of this study was to obtain a fundamental
mechanical parameter, the elastic modulus, of a model food system (an agar gel), from
the indentation test.

Cylindrical indenters with varying diameters were used as

indentation probes on large slabs of a 3% agar gel. A 3% agar gel was chosen because its
mechanical properties are similar to those of cold french fry interior. Compression
testing, using lubricated tenon platens and a travelling microscope, was used to
independently measure the gel's elastic modulus (52 kNnf2) and Poisson's ratio (0.32).
Indentation measurements of reaction force (P) and deformation (d) were analyzed with
the theoret+

relationship for fiictionless flat cylinder indentation. A good linear fit (2

= 0.991) was obtained for Pld versus indenter radius, indicating the vaiidity of the

analysis. However, the value of the elastic modulus derived from indentation was 79
The indentation derived elastic modulus overestimated the compressive elastic

modulus by 52%. Such a large overestirnate suggests that additional factors to those
considered in the theoretical model influence the indentation process. The presence of
pores in the gel, frictional forces during indentation, and elastic mismatch between

indenter and gel al1 may affect the indentation process. Nevertheless, similarity in results
for the elastic modulus determined from indentation compared to compression, indicates
that a simple testing method c m yield a more comprehensive evaluation of food textural
quality.
The focus of the second part of this study was to use a fundamental engineering
approach to quantify the mechanical properties of the fried potato crust. The effect of
fqing time on the mechanical propereies of fried potato crust was investigated and values
for the fracture stress, fracture strain, elastic modulus, and fracture toughness of the fried
potato crust were quantified.

It was found that frying time had an effect on the

mechanical properties of the fned potato crust. The fracture stress and elastic modulus
values increased as fry time increased while the fracture strain and fracture toughness
values decreased as fry time increased. The fracture stress and elastic modulus values
were in the range of 100

and I MN^^, respectively. Fracture strain was in the

.
range of 1-10 % strain. Fracture toughness was of the magnitude of 10 ~ r n - ~With
respect to fracture toughness, as length of

fv time increased the crust material changed

from a ductile or pliant material to a more brittle material. A value of the Poisson's ratio
was unable to be quantitatively measured, but microscopy was employed to deduce that
the value was 0.5. Therefore, it was determined that the tensile test commonly used to
measure fundamental mechanical parameters of engineering materials c m also be
employed to characterize the texture of fried potato crusts. Thus, an accurate means of
obtaining indices of french fry quality may be possible through c r u t property
measurements.

The focus of the third part of this study was to apply a full mechanics approach to
the indentation analysis of a biological composite material. A 3% agar gel was modeled
as the core of the composite materiai and fried potato cmsts of various thicknesses were
modeled as the facesheets of the composite material to simulate the structure of a french
fry with the aim of characterizing the indentation process.

Using a theory which

incorporated srna11 plate defonnation theory and plastic deformation theory, and
membrane deformation theory, the load-deformation response of this biological
composite material was characterized. The theoretical predictions of Ioad-deformation
response for indentation of a biological composite were in reasonable agreement with the
experimental results. At indentation deformations less than half the cmst thickness, the
indentation process was characterized by the linear-small plate deformation theory. At
indentation deformations greater than half the cmst thickness but less than the total cmst
thickness the indentation process was characterized by non-linear plastic deformation
theory. At indentation deformations greater than the total cmst thickness, the indentation
process was defined by the membrane theory.
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1.0 LNTRODUCTION

Food texture is considered a key quality parameter in the development and acceptance
of food products (Boume, 1982; Finney, 1969). Also, much of food processing is basically
directed to changing the textural properties of the foods (Bourne, 1982). Therefore texture
is an important parameter of food quality and its evaluation is necessary for good quality
control in a food processing plant (FImey, 1969).
Interestingly, even with the importance of texture to the food industry only a smaii
nurnber of food scientists have dedicated their research to food texture measurement
(Bourne, 1982). Texture studies regarding sensory methods constitute a large proportion
of the research that has been performed. Of the work that has been done on instnimental

texture measurement, a large volume exists on empirical tests and only a small volume
exists on fundamental tests (Boume, 1994; Boume, 1982). This is not in accordance with
the findings of a survey performed by Cumrning et al. (1971) which indicated aspiration
for greater standardization and fundamental understanding of texture texts within the food
industry.
Indentation is one of the most simple and widely used type of instrumental tests in
the food industry (Bourne, 1982). However, the indentation test generally provides

rneasurements of texture that are mainly empirical in nature.

Yet, there are defined

mechanical properties associateci with inherent qualities of a food (Mohsenin, 1970). For
example, the elastic modulus is a weii defined fundamental mechanical property which can
be used to characterize the texture parameter of tendemess (Mohsenin, 1970). In the

engineering field, the indentation process has been analytically studied in order to
determine the conditions whereby tme values of elastic modulus can be obtained. As an
1

example, this approach has been used on synthetic biologicd materials, namely, rubber
(Briscoe and Sebastian, 1993). Therefore one of the objectives of this research was to
obtain the elastic modulus of a mode1 food system (a 3% agar gel) by applying the theory
of elasticity to the indentation process. The focus of the first part of this shidy was to
obtain the elastic modulus of a rnodel food system (an agar gel) from the indentation test.
French frks are becoming increasingly popula. worldwide (Anon, 1988). In fact,
Talburt et al. (1987a) stated that the production of frozen french fned potatoes has
exceeded an annual value of one billion dollars in North America, In Manitoba, french
fnes account for nearly 80% of al1 processed potato products, and contribute up to 66
million dollars in revenue (Manitoba Agriculture, 1998).

French fry quality is of

paramount importance for consumer acceptability and texture is one of the three main
attributes that descnbe french fry quality. In spite of the magnitude of potato production
and its economic importance, the potato processing industry continues to have problems in
the evaluation and control of french fry texture (Ross and Porter, 1971). A french fry

consists of two components, the cmst, which is a crisp extenor; and the core, which is a
soft mealy intenor (Voisey et al., 1974). Another of the objectives of this research was to
measure the mechanical properties of the cmst of a fned potato. Mechanical properties
could be used to quantify the many variables encountered in potato processing that are
technologically important to the industry.

Source and variety of potatoes, storage

conditions and processing conditions al1 affect the texture of french fies (Ross and Porter,
1971). It would be beneficial if the effects of these parameters were efficiently quantifieci
through the measurement of the mechanical properties of french fnes.

A french fry consists of two components, the crust and the core (Voisey et al., 1974)

and it is these two cornponents that characterize its texture. It follows that french fnes càn
be considered to be a type of composite material since french fnes consist of huo principal
components that differ in their textural properties and thus their mechanical properties. In
the aerospace industry there has been research performed on the anisotropic elasticity

encountered in composite materials such as sandwich panels (Sakamoto et al., 1991).
Static indentation analysis of composite sandwich panels has been studied computationally

and theoretically (Frostig et al., 1992; Olsson and McManus, 1996). The load history for
the indentation of a composite sandwich matenal has been determineci to consist of three

regimes: Linear elastic, non-linear plastic, and non-linear plastic with membrane stresses

(Olsson and McManus, 1996).
The last objective of this research was to use the test methods deveioped in the
discipline of mechanical engineering for industrial composite sandwich materials for the
analysis of the mechanical behaviour of a biological composite matenal. It was postulateci
that a full mechanics analysis could be used to describe the indentation process of a
biological composite material consisting of fried potato crust and an agar gel. Therefore, a
fundamental evaluation of french fry texture would be feasible by perfonning simple
indentation tests.

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Importance of Texture as an Index of Quality
Much of food processing is basically directed to changing the textural properties of
the foods (Bourne, 1982). Texture is an important parameter of food quality and its
evaluation is necessary for quality control in a food plant mnney, 1969). Texture is also a
key parameter in the development and acceptance of food products (Boume, 1982; Finney,
1969). A study was done by Cumming et al. (1971) which stated that heavy use was made
of sensory tests in the food industry as methods of texture evaluation. However, of those
in the food industry using sensory tests, 64% coupled their sensory methods with
instrumental methods. 98.4% of the food processors that were using instrumental tests
intended to continue or expand their use of instrumental tests for measuring texture. Also,
it was noted that 70% of those in the food industry using instrumental tests expressed a
desire for greater standardization of instrumental test methods (Cumming et al., 1971).
Sensory methods were considered by some food processors to be too costly and too time
consumptive to be an efficient method of quality control (Voisey, 1971). Although
sensory tests are ideal in that they predict what the consumer will think of the final
product, instrumental tests are considered to be a more efficient method of texture
evaluation (Curnming et al., 1971; Voisey, 1971).
Concem has been expressed for greater uniformity of texture tenns in order for
results obtained frorn instrumental methods to be better correlateci with sensory methods.

Interestingly, with al1 of the uncertainty regarding food texture and its measurement,
cornpounded with the importance of texture to the food industry, only a smali number of

food scientists have dedicated their research to food texture measurement (Bourne, 1982;

Szczesniak, 1963).
Texture studies using sensory methods make up a large proportion of the research
that has been performed (Boume, 1982). Of the work that has been done on instrumental
texture rneasurement, a large volume of literature exists on empirical tests and only a small
volume exists on fundamental tests (Boume, 1982). Interestingly, this is in contrast to the
desire of food processors to have standardization of texture tests and clarification of texture
measurernents (Curnming et al., 1971).

2.1.1 Types of Instrumental Texture Tests
There is a wide range in types of foods and concomitantly many types of textures
that foods exhibit, so there are different instrumental methods available to measure food
texture (Friedman et al., 1963). Therefore, it has been necessary to classify the different
instrumental methods of texture evaluation tu fully understand the problerns involved in
food texture measurement (Boume, 1982). Two approaches, with respect to instrumental
texture measurements, have been used to conduct research into the textural characteristics
of the product and for production quality control. Empirical and fundamental tests are the
instrumental tests used for measuring food texture (Bourne, 1994).

2.1.1.1 Empirical Tests
Empirical tests are the most widely used class of instrumentai texture tests in the
food industry (Boume, 19821.- 'Empirical tests have been developed from practical
experience as an expedient method to measure something related to texture" (Boume,
5

1982). Examples of instrumental empirical tests include the shear-press, penetrometers,
gelometers, viscorneters, compressimeters, consistometers, and tenderometers (Freidman et
al., 1963). There are advantages and disadvantages associated with empirical tests.

2.1.1.1.1

The Advantages Associated with Empirical Tests

Empirical tests of food texture are very practical and easy to use (Boume, 1994)They are inexpensive tests. Empirical tests are also very rapid in that sample preparation is
quick and results c m be obtained very quickly. Most importantly, empirical tests c m give
results that correlate well with foods' sensory properties (Boume, 1994). For example,
Ross and Porter (1966) used the shear compression ce11 of the Krarner Shear Press to
obtain instrumental texture measurements of french fris. It was possible to note the forces
at which initial failurdfracture of the outer crust and s h a i n g of the crust layers occwed.
Ross and Porter (1966) showed with shear curves the effect of frying time, and fiying time
along with cooling time on french fry texture. It was found that peak force increased with
increased frying time. For frying time and cooling time, the peak force values were still
the highest at longer fry times but the peak force was lower when cooling was allowed.
This indicated that a redistribution of water had taken place (Ross and Porter, 1966).

2.1.1.1.2 The Disadvantages Associated with Empirical Tests
There are problerns associated with empincal tests. There is poor definition of what
is being measured by the test (Boume, 1994). An empirical test is an arbitrary test; there
is no expected correlation between results obtained ftom one experimenter to the next
(Kamel and deMan, 1975a). This fact can be seen in Ross and Porter's (1966) french fry
6

texture measurernents with the shear press. It was noted that the use of different sized
blade. would yield different force readings. The root of the problems associated with
empirical tests is their lack of scientific or fundamental understanding (Bourne, 1994).

2.1-1.2 Fundamental Tests
In the field of engineering, tests used for determining the mechanical properties of
indusmal materials are rigorously defined and based on a solid fundamental understanding
(Beer and Johnston, 1992). There are standard methods for materials testing used to obtain
well-defined fundamental mechanical properties.

Examples of these fundamental

mechanical properties include modulus of elasticity (E),yield stress

(O,),

fracture stress

(of),
Poisson's ratio (v), and fracture toughness (T) (Boume et al., 1966; Dobraszczyk,
1994; Mohsenin, 1970).

2-1.1.2.1 Modulus of Elasticity
The modulus of elasticity (E) is the proportionality constant, at small deformations,
that relates stress and strain, which is given by the following equation (Beer and Johnston,
1992).

E=ok

(1

Where: o is the stress, which more explicitly is the applied force divided by the area
perpendicular to the applied force;

E

is the strain, a measure of deformation caused by

stress, or the change in length of the sample divided by the original length of the sample.

2.1.1.2.2 Yield Stress and Fracture Stress
Yield Stress (o,)is the stress value at which yielding occurs, and is given by the
following equation (Beer and Johnston, 1992).
O,

= Fl/A

(2)

Where: FLis the appiied force divided by the area (A) perpendicular to the applied force.

Ductile materials are characterized by their abifity to yield at normal temperatures.
As a specimen that exhibits ductile properties is subjected to increasing force, its length

will increase linearly at a slow rate.

However, when a critical stress is reached, the

specirnen undergoes large failure with a small increase in applied load. This critical stress
value is the yield stress (Beer and Johnston, 1992).
is the stress value at which fracture occurs, and is given by the
Fracture Stress (af)
following equation (Beer and Johnston, 1992).

or = Fi/A

(3)

Where: FLis the appiied force divided by the area (A) perpendicular to the applied force.
Fracture involves the failure or cracking of a matenal (Vincent, 1990). Typicaliy,
fracture is the mode of failure for a brittle material. Fracture is characterized by the fact
that failure occurs without any noticeable pnor change in rate of elongation (Beer and
Johnston, 1992).

2.1.1 -2.3 Poisson's Ratio
Poisson's ratio (v) is the ratio of lateral strain to axial strain, which is given by the
following equation (Beer and Johnston, 1992).

v = -EI/ &a
Where:

€1

(4)
is the lateral strain, which more explicitly is the ratio of the change in width to

original width;

is the axial strain, the ratio of the change in length to original length.

2.1.1.2.4 Fracture Toughness

Fracture toughness (T) is the strain energy release per unit area of fracture
Dobraszczyk, 1994). In order for a crack to propagate, energy must be supplied to it from
the surrounding stressed material where elastic energy is stored as strain energy. Fracture

occurs when the rate at which the strain energy is released exceeds the surface energy
associated with creating new fracture surfaces. Therefore, fracture only occurs when
enough strain energy is put into a body such that bonds break (Dobraszczyk, 1994). The
number of bonds that break are proportional to the energy consumed in the cracked body
(Dobraszczyk, 1994). There are variations on the general principle of fracture rnechanics.
The generalized fracture mechanics approach put fonvard by Andrews (1974) stated that

al1 energy input other than elastic strain energy is included in the detennination of fracture
toughness. This approach is shown in Equation 5 (Andrews and Bhatty, 1982) .
T = kl(eo)cWoc

Where:

(5)

T is the cntical apparent energy release rate of "surface work", kl is a

dimensionless function of strain, a,measured at points remote from the crack, c is crack

length; and, Wocis the input energy density (Wo) when crack propagation occurs (Fahloul
and Scanlon, 1996).

There is another approach used for obtaining the fracture toughness of a material;
this approach depends on the assumption that the matenal is brittle. In this approach the
critical stress intensity fracture (&) is determineci from the fracture stress of a matenal
(Vincent, 1982). This approach for brittle materials is given by Equation 6 (Vincent,

T = &*(1-v2)
E

(6)

Where: T is the fracture toughness, K, is the critical stress intensity factor where crack
initiation takes place, v is Poisson's ratio, and E is the elastic modulus.

2.1.1.2.5 The Advantages Associated with Fundamental Tests

Fundamental tests are ngorously defined by equations which scientists love.
Fundamental tests measure well-defined mechanical properties (Mohsenin, 1970). Some
textural properties can be defined in terms of well-defined mechanical parameters
(Mohsenin, 1970).

2.1.1.2.5.1 Elastic Modulus

Finney (1969) proposed that the modulus of etasticity could be used to descnbe the
textural characteristic of f m e s s in fniits and vegetables. Mohsenin (1970) stated that the
elastic modulus is a welidefmed fundamental mechanical property, which can be used to
characterize the texture parmeter of tendemess of cwked mat.
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An important textural quality of french fnes is the iimpness of the fry. Limpness is

dependent on many factors such as intemal moisture content, degree of dehydration of the
cmst, crispness of the cmst and other physical properties of the fry (Voisey et aL, 1974).
Voisey et al. *(1974) used the Drooprneter to show that as the specific gravity of the
potatoes increased the apparent elastic modulus of the french fry increased. It was also
shown by Voisey et al. (1974) that a longer cooking time also increased the apparent
elastic modulus of the french fry, thus indicating a definite relationship between the
physical properties of fries and the processing regime used to fabricate them Also,
Dupont et al., (1992) used an Instron three point bend test to masure the apparent elastic
modulus of french fî-ies.

2.1.1.2.5.2 Yield Stress and Fracture Stress

Yield force is an important mechanical parameter that c m be used to characterize
the textural quality of foods (Mohsenin, 1970). Yield stress is a mechanical property that
can be obtained from yield force. Yield stress is defined as yield force per unit area. Many
researchers have noted the effectiveness of these single force measurements for obtaining
an index of textural quality for fruit, vegetables, butter, or margarine (Boume, 1975;

deMan, 1969; Finney, 1969). Dupont et al. (1992) used an objective impact pendulum test
at both low and high strain rates to obtain the strength or fracture stress of french fries.
Correlation was made between sensory and instrumental measurements based on crispness
and mechanical strength (Dupont et al., 1992).

2.1.1.2.53 Poisson's Ratio
Poisson's ratio is an important property relating the shape and size changes in
deformed materials (Harnmerle and McClure, 1971). The Poisson's ratio of isotropie
materials range in value from O to 0.5. Examples of engineering materials' Poisson's ratio
include 0.29 for steel and 0.5 for rubber (Beer and Johnston, 1992). The Poisson's ratio of
a potato was reported in the literature to be 0.492 (Voisey et al., 1969).

2.1.1.2.5.4 Fracture Toughness
Many authors from the engineering discipline have characterized the fracture
toughness of different industnal materials (Andrews and Bhatty, 1982; Andrews and
Fukahori, 1977; Burford and Pittolo, 1986; Hashemi and Williams, 1984). The fracture
properties of biological materials have also been examined with the aim of defining texture
(Dobraszczyk, 1994; Fahloul and Scanlon, 1996).
Using the generalized fracture mechanics theory postulated by Andrews (1974) it is
possible to determine the energy consumption dunng the fracture of solids in general
without being limiteci to the cnterion of their linearity, elastic behaviour, or infinitesimal
strain (Andrews, 1974). The generalized fracture mechanics theory as postulated by
Andrews (1974) defines fracture propagation from an edge crack of a tensile specimen. It
has been shown by Fahloul and Scanlon (1996) that the generalized fracture mechanics
theory onginally developed and applied to industnal materials is applicable to potatoes.

They found Shepody potatoes to have a fracture toughness value of 2 12 ~ m ' ~ .

There is another method of determining the fracture toughness of materials by
assuming that the mode of fracture is bride (Vincent, 1982)- Vincent (1982) used this
method to determine thal the fracture toughness of grass was 30 ~rn-'.
Dobraszczyk (1994) utilized the concepts of fracture mechanics to quantify the
fracture behaviour of vitreous and mealy wheat endosperm, which can be viewed as a
particle composite, during the milling process. Large particles will fracture by crack
initiation and brittle fracnire; small particles will fracture as a result of plastic deformation
and rupture (Dobraszczyk, 1994). The fracture toughness values for vitreous and mealy

~,
(Dobraszczyk, 1994).
endosperm were 130 and 50 ~ m ' respectively

2.1.1.2.6 The Disadvantages Associated with Fundamental Tests
It must be realized that these weU-defined fundamental equations are not ideal for
obtaining food texture rneasurements.

These fundamental tests were developed by

scientists and engineers interested in the theory and practice of materials of construction
(Bourne, 1994). The assumptions that must be made which make these tests applicabie to
measuring the mechanical properties of building materials often do not apply to foods.
Fundamental tests generally assume: small strains of the order of 1-3%; the materiai is
isotropie and homogeneous; and that the test piece is of uniform and regular shape. Most

foods fail to comply with these assumptions which may be why fundarnental tests often
correlate poorly with sensory tests (Mohsenin, 1970).
Also, fundamental tests are generally slower to perforrn than empirical tests due to
more precise sample preparation and analysis of results (Bourne, 1994). For example, the
bending test has been used to measure the rheological properties of food materials
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(Kapsalis et al., 1972; Somers, 1966). Yet this method is unsuitable for french fries
because the apparatus is unsuitable for french fries (Voisey et al., 1974). The holder is too
small and there are large errors inherent in the method due to applying the simple bending
theory to thin bearns bent at small radii of curvature. (Voisey et al., 1974).

2.1.2 Empirical Tests venus Fundamental Tests
Cornparison of empirical tests against fundamental tests indicates that there are
both advantages and disadvantages associated with each test. Therefore, there seems to be
a crossroads that has been reached in regards to texture testing. Boume (1994) aptly
descnbed the dilernma, "As scientists we favour fundamental tests because they are well
defineci, but as food processors we favour empirical tests because they work and are well
correlated with sensory tests."

An approach to this dilemma is to rigorously study

empirical tests to understand their principles and reasons for their successes (Bourne
1994). The idea is to seek to obtain fundamental mechanical parameters from ernpirical

tests that are widely used in the food industry. In essence, it would be ideal to convert an
empirical test into a fundamental test. Of the tests descnbed above (Sections 2.1 -1.2.5.12.1.1.2.5.4), indentation would appear to be a suitable candidate for deriving fundamental
measurements. Indentation is one of the most simple and widely used type of empirical
instrumental test in the food industry (Boume, 1982). Also, with indentation testing the
test specimen is not lirnited to being a solid self-supporting material; any type of material
can be tested (for example pudding and yoghurt in a container (Oakenfull et al., 1989)).
Therefore the establishment of indentation testing as a fundamental test rather than an
empirical test should be investigated; the purpose being to obtain indices of texture
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charactenzed by fundarnental parameters from a test that is widely used in the food
industry.
2.2 Indentation Testing-Food Science Research And Engineering Research

The indentation test or puncture test measures the force or load required to push an
indenter into a food (Bourne, 1982). The test is characterized by a force measuring
instrument, and penetration of the indenter into the food causing irreversible cmshing or
flowing of the food. The first food indentation test was developed by Lipowitz, who in
1861, placed a flat disk 1 or 2 inches in diameter on the surface of a gelatin jelly in a
beaker (Bourne, 1982). The flat disk was connected to a funnel by means of a vertical iron
rod, and lead shot was slowly poured into the funnel until there was just sufficient weight
to make the disk penetrate the jelly. The total weight of the shot, funnel, rod, and disk was
used as a measure of jelly consistency. This early test, although primitive, contains the
essential element of an indentation test namely, an indenter that penetrates into the food,
application of an increasing force and measurement of the yield point force (Bourne,
1982). This apparatus evolved into the BIoom Gelometer which to this day is used heavily
in the jam and jelly industry (Bourne, 1982).

2.2.1 Food Science Research

Some food scientists have studied empincal indentation tests with a fundarnental
approach. The indentation process has been studied analytically in the engineering field.
Boume (1982) indicated that an interesting fact borrowed from engineers by food scientists

was that the theoretical stress distribution under an indenter acting against a serni-infinite
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elastic body follows the Boussinesq equation:

o = ~ / 2 z b ( b- ~ )"

(7)

Where: o is the stress at any point under the indenter, F is the total load applied to
indenter, b is the radius of indenter, and r is the distance fiom centre of indenter to stressed
area. According to this equation the stress in the food is infinite at the perimeter of the
indenter and lowest at the centre of the indenter.
This led to work by Boume (1966) in which he examined and tried to explain the

indentation process for various food materials. It was determineci that upon indentation the
yield force (the load where penetration occurs) is proportional to both the area and
perimeter of the indenter and to the different textural properties of the food being tested.
He reasoned that the yield force consisted of two components: compression and shear.
The component of the force due to compression of the food under the indenter is
proportional to the area of the indenter. The component of the force due to shearing
around the indenter is proportional to the perirneter of the indenter.

Using these

fundamental ideas B ourne (1966) formulated the following equation:
F=K4r.+KsP+C

(8)

Where: F is the load on the indenter, Kc is the compression coefficient, Ks is the shear
coefficient, A is the area of the indenter, P is the perimeter of the indenter, and C is the
constant. A plot of F vs. A gives an intercept of KsP + C and a slope of & if perimeter is
kept constant. A plot of F vs. P gives an intercept of K, +A and a dope of K, if the area is
kept constant Since the values of Ks and & can be obtained from the slopes of these lines
it follows that the constant C can also be obtairied korn taking the intercept and known
values for either KrP or &A and calculating the value for C. The physical meaning of the
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constant C would be interpreted from equation (8) as being the force required to penetrate
the commodity with an indenter of zero area and zero perimeter. The constant C has a

value close to zero for most cornrnodities and it can be neglected (Bourne, 1975).
Therefore, it is possible to evaluate al1 the parameters in equation (8) frorn the foice
measurements made with a series of different sized indenters (Bourne, 1966). This was an
important stage in the conversion of an empirical test into a fundamental test. The
arbitrary nature of the indentation test has been removed
For circular indenters, their area and perimeter can be substituted by functions of
diarneter to give the following equation.

Where: D is the diameter of the indenter, & is the compression coefficient, Ksis the shear
coefficient, and C is the constant. It is possible to obtain numerical values for the shear
and compression coefficient of a food by using a set of circular shaped indenters (Boume,

1975). Dividing equation 9 by area and perimeter of the indenter will respectively give:
F/A=4Ks/I)+Kct4C/A (10)
F/P=&D/4+Ks+C/P

(11)

A plot of FIA vs.lfD will give a strriight line with a slope of 4Ks and an intercept of & +

4ClA. A plot of FIP vs. D wilI give a straight line with a slope of KJ4 and an intercept of

Ks + C/P (Boume, 1975).
It should be noted that the compression and shear coefficients, & and Ks,
respectively, are quoted in fundamental units. This is a great improvement in fundamental
understanding. However, these compression and shear coefficients that define the failure of a
foodstuff do not exclusively characterize texture.
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2.2.2 Engineering Research
As noted, there are defmed mechanical properties associated with inherent qualities of

a food (Mohsenin, 1970). Fundamental mechanical parameters, such as elastic modulus,
Poisson's ratio, yield stress, fracture toughness, are obtained from standardized testing
methods (Beer and Johnston, 1992).
The interpretation of an indentation test in terrns of seess-strain relations of the

material, in cornparison to simple compression, is not straightforward on account of the
complex strain field produced by the indentation process (Johnson, 1970). With compression
testing the contact conditions involving the specimen geometry and edge constraints are
well understood. Therefore the values of elastic modulus and yield stress, independent of
testing conditions, can be obtained (Johnson, 1970). Yet, it has been acknowledged that
indentation testing is a very simple, effective and widely used method of texture evaluation
(Voisey et al., 1969). The indentation test provides a very simple non-destructive means for
assessing the resistance of a material to plastic deformation (Johnson, 1970).
Indentation testing has been studied analytically in the discipline of engineering with
the aim of obtaining a fundamental mechanical parameter, namely, elastic modulus (Bnscoe

and Sebastian; 1993; Briscoe et al., 1994; Timbers et al., 1965). As an example, this

approach has been used on synthetic biological materials, narnely, rubber. In the rubber
industry there are numerous indentation hardness test methods used for quality control in
elastomer production (Briscoe and Sebastian, 1993). The empirical international rubber
hardness (IRH) test is a popular indentation test method. The empirical IRH value gives an
index of the quality of the rubber. It was found that there is a relationship between the
empincal hardness value given by the IRH test and elastic modulus (Briscoe and Sebastian,
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1993; Briscoe et al., 1994). Thus, fundamental mechanical parameters of polymers have been
obtained with the indentation test. In 1965 Sneddon formulated a fundamental equation
relating loaddeformation of isotropie materials for the indentation test This fundamental
equation is given as follows:
P/d = 2 ~ b / ( l - J )

(12)

Where: P is the load, d = deformation, E = compressive elastic modulus. b = indenter
radius, and v = Poisson's ratio.

2.3 Mechanical Testing Of Composites
2.3.1 French Fries as Composite Materials
The recent interest in the advanced composite materials in the aerospace industry has

led to an increase in the study and research of anisotropic elasticity (Sakamoto et al.,
1991). The design methods developed in the discipline of mechanical engineering can be
very helpful in the analysis of biological composite materials (Sakamoto et al., 1991).
Large numbers of potatoes are being used for processing purposes and the matter of texture
of raw and finished products has become very important. There is no standard method of
measuring the textural characteristics of french fries. The textural properties of french f r i s
are not easily determined because of their structure. A french £?y consists of two
componentç, a crisp exterior (the crut) and a soft mealy interior (the core) (Voisey et al.,
1974). Therefore, french fries can be considered to be a composite material since there are
two components that differ in their elastic properties. These two components namely, the

c r u t and the core, characterize the texture of a french fry. The texture of french fies is
controlled by many different parameters.

23.1.1

Effect Of Cellular Constituents On French Fry Texture
Textural measurements relating the quality of french fries have been relatai to the

cellular mangement, ce11 size, starch content, ce11 wall and interlamellar materials, and
middle lamellar materials (Hughes et al., 1975; Voisey et al., 1974).

2.3.1.1.1 Cellular Arrangement
Talburt et al. (1987b) stated that the potato is a tuber or a thickened underground

stem. The outer skin consists of corky periderm that is 6-14 cells deep. Under the
periderm is the cortex, which is a narrow layer of parenchyma tissue, vascular storage
parenchyma, which is high in starch and lies within the cells of the cortex. Xylem and
phloem are found in minute strands or bundles, most of which form a narrow,
discontinuous ring, which is the vascular ring, somewhat within the boundary between the
cortex and the vascular area. Forrning a small central core but radiating to each of the eyes
(the lateral buds) is the pith. The pith consists of primary cells containing Iess starch than
celIs in the vascular area and the innermost part of the cortex.
There is a great variation of types of cells and starch contents of such cells within a
tuber (Talburt et al., 1987b)- The pith c m range from 6-12% solids in tubers. As already
mentioned, this tissue is low in starch, and french fiies containing such tissue may be
soggy, limp and totally undesirable in terms of texture (Mohr, 1972). The cortical tissue
underlying the periderm or the skin has the highest total solids of any tissue zone in the
potato. This part of the potato consists of 20-28 % total solids (Talburt et al., 1987b).
French fry strïps containing much cortical tissue were described as having a more crisp
crust and being more ngid than french fies containing pith (Mohr, 1972; Talburt et al.,
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1987b). Therefore, the texture of french fq sûips wili Vary within the same tuber and wiil
be dependent upon the location where the french fry strips were obtained (Agblor and

Scanlon, 1998; AnzaIdua-Morales et al., 1992)-

2.3.1.1.2

Starch Content
Starch constitutes 65-85% of the dry weight of potatoes and affects french fry

texture (Talbua et al., 1987b). French fris processed from potatoes with a high starch
content have been noted to have the sensory descriptions of a cnsp cmst, and a mealy
interior (Dupont et al., 1992; Talburt et al., 1987b).
The specific gravity of a potato has been found to be directly related to its starch
content (Talburt et al., 1987b). Specific gravity is extensively used by potato processors to
assess the suitability for the production of french fies (Lulai and Orr, 1979). Normally,
the raw potatoes used for processing into french fries usually have specific gravity between
1.080 and 1.120 (Lisinska and Leszczynski, 1989). High specific gravity or high starch

content is important for obtaining a high yield of high quality french fries (Lisinska and
Leszczynski, 1989). French fries processed from high specific gravityhigh starch content
potatoes absorb Iess fat upon frying, which may account for the fact that they produce
1979).
french fries with a crisp cmst (Lulai and OIT,

2.3.1.1.3 Ce11 Wall
When a cooked potato is subjected to extemal forces it fails, and upon examination

of the mode of failure there is an indication that separation of the surfaces occurs between
the middle lamella and the cell wall (Andersson et al., 1994). The primary ce11 waU of a
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potato ce11 consists of cellulose micofibnls that are loosely woven together in an irregular
pattern and embedded in an amorphous matrix composai mainly of pectic substances and
hernicellulose. Its structure has been Iikened to that of reinforced concrete (Andersson et
al., 1994). The secondary ce11 wall, which Lies imrnediately inside the prirnary ceil wall
also consists of cellulose microfibrils ernbedded in an amorphous matnx of hemicellulose
and lignin. It should be noted that the ceil wall and interlamellar layer, which usually
constitute 1-3% of the weight of the potato, impart a solid structure to a structure that is
mostly water (Andersson et aL, 1994).

2.3.1.1.4 Middle Lamella

The middle lamella influences the texture of french fries (Jaswal, 1969). The
middle lamella is an amorphous layer external to the prirnary ce11 wall that cements the
individual cells together (Andersson et al., 1994).

The interlamellar layer consists

pnncipally of calcium salts and polymers of galacturonic acid that have been partially
esterified with methyl alcohol and is cornmonly referred to as pectic material. The degree
of polymerization and esterification of the polygalacturonide chains and the arnount of
cross-linking of adjacent pectin molecules by salt bridge formation have profound effects
on the physical properties of the middle lamella and the overall texture of processed
potatoes (Andersson et al., 1994; Lineharn and Hughes, 1969a).
Partially esterified polygalacturonic acid of very high rnolecular weight is called
protopectin. Protopectin is water insoluble and imparts strength to the tissue. As the
potato matures the chah length of the pectin polymer decreases (due to polygalacturonase
activity) forming a water soluble pectin which is not as strong as protopectin and the
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texture softens (Andersson et al., 1994; Jaswal, 1969). Water soluble pectin can be either
high methoxyl content pectinic acid or low methoxyl content pectic acid.
The changes in pectins are caused by two groups of enzymes: 1) pectin methyl

esterase (PME), w hich catalyzes the de-esteri fication of pectin yielding free
polygalacturonic acid and 2) polygalacturonases which catalyze the splitting of the 1-4
glycosidic bonds of the pectin molecuie (Andersson et al., 1994; Jaswal, 1969).
Variations in the chernical composition of the ce11 walI interlamellar ma& affect
texture via intercellular adhesion in two ways (Andersson et al., 1994). Fistly, matrix
composition may affect the degree of water uptake. Secondly, it affects the viscosity of the
hydrated matrix.

A high degree of methylation (pectinic acid) of pectic substances

increases water uptake on cooking and reduces matrix viscosity causing a decrease in
adhesion (Andersson et al., 1994). French fries processed from potatoes with a high
pectinic acid content have been described as having a iimp and soggy texture (Jaswal,
1969).

2.3.1.1.5

Cell Size
Ce11 size affects the texture of cooked potatoes (Andersson et al., 1994). There is

disagreement in the literature as to whether ce11 size changes during cooking (Reeve, 1967;
Bretzloff, 1970). This is related to the two different schools of thought on the factors
affecting the texture of cooked potatoes. Those that view the sensory parameter of
mealiness, which is a favourable textural attribute of a french fq,being due to ce11
rounding, support the theory that ce11 size changes during cooking (Reeve, 1967). Those

viewing mealiness as a 'viscosity' measure do not believe that there are changes in ce11
size upon cooking (Warren and Woudman, 1974).
A definite relationship has been found between ce11 size and the reduction of

intercellular cohesion upon cooking which results in a mealy texture (Andersson et al.,
1994; Lineham and Hughes, 1969b). It is thought that smaller cells, which have a greater
surface area per unit volume of tissue lead to a greater strength for the potato tissue. Starch
granule size also affects texture. Potato varieties with large starch granules are describeci

as having a mealy texture upon cooking (Andersson et al., 1994; Warren et al., 1975).
Larger starch granules occur most abundantly in the large storage parenchyma cells
associated with the intemal phloem, and in the water core pith parenchyma but in much
less abundance in the storage parenchyma (Reeve, 1967). Large starch granules are
however very numerous in smaller cortical parenchyma cells between the vascular bundle
ring and the skin. This area contains the most starch per unit volume (Reeve, 1967). In
general, varieties having starch granules smaller than average, and have on average smaller
storage parenchyma cells, tend to be less mealy in terrns of texture (Andersson et al.,
1994). Differences in the size of the starch granules are associated with differences in
amylose and arnylopectin content. Small granules contain less amylose and gel at higher
temperatures than larger starch granules (Andersson et al., 1994). This fact foilows the
findings that higher amylose contents are conducive to a mealy and more viscous texture in
cooked potatoes.

2.3.1.2 The Effect Of Processing Conditions On French Fry Texture
The main steps in processing frozen french fries that affect the texture of french
f r i s are 1) blanching, 2) drying; 3) freezing; and 4) frying.

23.1.2.1 Blanching
There are three rasons why potatoes being processed into french fnes are
blanched. Blanching is perfomied to leach reducing sugars in order to lessen the extent of
the browning reaction upon frying. Blanching also destroys enzymes that will cause
quality degradation during freezing. Blanching modifies the texture of the potato via the
gelatinization of starch and modification of the lamellar substances. When the starch of a
potato is raised above 50 C, starch gelatinization occurs (Andersson et al., 1994).
The method of blanching used in industry is to pre-heat the potatoes in water at

85 C for 2 minutes (Lingle, 1988). There are many consequences of blanching at a cellular
level and these consequences manifest themselves as textural changes.

2.3.1.2.1.1 Cellular Consequences of Blanching
Blanching causes a permanent modification of the cellular structure in the potato
tissue (Andersson et al., 1994; Hughes et al., 1975). The heat treatment step of blanching
affects the typical potato cell by altering the cytoplasrnic membrane. Heat destroys the

differential pemeability of the membrane so water enters the cells and the intercellular
spaces, expelling gases and other volatiles, and there is also a loss of water soluble
nutrients (sugars, vitamins, and minerais) to the blanch water (Andersson et al., 1994).
Also, starch gelatinizes and protopectins are modified. Cell walls are altered very Little if
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altered at all. The destruction of the ce11 membrane causes a loss of turgor pressure, the
factor responsible for the stiffness of raw potatoes (Brown, 1977).
There are also profound changes that occur during blanching at temperatures
between 66-73 C due to alterations of the pectic material in the potato (Andersson et al.,
1994). Pectin methyl esterase (PME) activity is optirnized at temperatures greater than 50

and less than 86 C. PME reacts with the pectins of the middle lamella causing the

production of methyl alcohol and reducing the methoxyl content of the pectin. PME is a
highly specific enzyme removing methoxyl groups by hydrolyzing methoxyl groups
leaving carboxyl groups in place. The result is a decrease of pectin solubility which
translates into a f m e r texture and therefore greater intercellular cohesion. Above 86 C,
PME is destroyed and exerts no influence on the pectic substances thus a cooked potato,

and ultimately the french fry, will have a soft and soggy texture if blanched at temperatures

greater than 86 C (Andersson et al., 1994).

2.3.1.2.1.2 Blanching Conditions-Timflemperature Regimes
Different blanching conditions cause different effects on the texture of the potato
and ultimately the texture of the french fv (Agblor and Scanlon, 1998; Canet et al., 1984).

Different time/temperature combinations have been looked at in order to produce an end
product of high quaüty. Yet, optimal conditions to leach reducing sugars (LTLT (low
temperature-long time)) are in contrat to those which cause enzyme inactivation (HTST
(high temperature-short time)) and for optimum texture, answers are yet to be found (Canet
and Espinosa, 1984).

2.3.1.2.13

Blanching Conditions- Chernical Additives

The addition of divalent ions to blanch water affects texture (Andersson et al.,
1994). It has been stated that strongly bonded protopectin is important to the texture of
french fries (Jaswal, 1969). The addition of 0.5% calcium chloride was found to improve
the final texture of french fîies processed from low specific gravity potatoes (Jaswal,

1969). Divalent salts improve texture by the fact that the divalent cations strengthen the
protopectin moIecuIe (responsible for the rigidity of the ce11 wall) by causing a
crosslinking of the pectinic acid chains (Andersson et al., 1994). The effect of pH on the
blanching medium will also affect texture (Andersson et aL, 1994). Pectic substances are
stable at pH 3 so increasing the pH above 3 means a loss of f m e ç s . The effectiveness of
added acid can be attributed to its inhibitory effect on the enzyme polygalacturonase.
Furthermore, pH and calcium have been found to be interrelated because when calcium
crosslinks the pectin, hydrogen chloride is produced and the pH decreases causing a f m e r
texture (Andersson et al., 1994; Hughes et al., 1975).

2.3.1.2.2 Drying
It is important to remove excess moisture from the surface of strips after blanching
since it has a destructive effect on the fat used for frying (Lisinska and Leszczynski, 1989).
The moisture content attained in industry is usually between 62-66% (Lingle, 1988).
There is less time required for the frying process for potato strips with a low mositure
content. Consequently less oil will be absorbed on Q i n g (Lisinska and Leszczynski,
1989). Higher initial water content allows for increased oïl uptake (Gamble et al., 1987;
Pinthus et al., 1993).
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The temperature of drying has an effect on the cellular structure of the potato.
Wang and Brennan (1995) used light rnicroscopy to study the structural changes in a
potato at different drying temperatures. The changes in the structure of cells dunng the
drying step are due to shrinkage of cells, increased porosity of the matenal and a
redistribution of moisture. At a iow drying rate the amount of shnnkage of the cells bears
a simple relationship wiîh the amount of moisture removed. The moisture content at the
centre of the strip is never very much greater than that at the surface. Towards the end of
drying shrinkage is reduced so that the Anal size and shape of the materid is fixed before
drying is complete. At a high drying rate the outer layers of the matenal becornes rigid and
the final volume is fixed early on. As drying proceeds, the tissues split and rupture
intemally forming an open structure so that porosity is greater at higher drying
temperatures (Wang and Brennan, 1995).

Case hardening occurs at high drying

temperatures. Case hardening is characterized by the rate of moisture removal from the
surface of the food being faster than the rate of moisture diffusion from the interior to the
food to the surface. This phenornenon manifests itself as a hard layer formed on the food
thereby hindenng any further moisture loss. Therefore, case hardening wili affect the
texture of the french fry in terms of both crust and core. French fris exhibiting a case
hardened cnist will have a tougher cnist. The core of a french fry that is characterized by
case hardening will be more moist and cornpliant since there is more moisture present in
the core (Reeve and Neel, 1960).

23.1.2.3 Freezing
Freezing is a convenient means of food preservation. Nevertheless, freezing is
responsible for profond texture changes in fmits and vegetables (Brown, 1977). A major
cause of texture change is due to irreversible separation of water fiom the protoplasm, even
when ce11 walls remain intact. Just as drying and the rate of drying affect cellular structure,
the rate of freezing affects cellular structure. Canet and Espinosa (1984) studied the effect
of the rate of freezing on the texture of blancheci potatoes using shear rupture force as an
index of texture. It was found that there was no difference between the cooked control and
the sample frozen with a "quick freeze" method. There was a significant difference
between the shear rupture force of the cooked control and the sample frozen slowly. The
difference between slow freezing and quick freezing is attributable to the method of ice
crystal formation and it manifesü itself in terrns of textural differences. Slow freezing
causes the formation of large extracellular ice crystals where more ceiIu1a.r darnage is
incurred. Quick freezing produces srnall intracellular and extracellular ice crystals. This
allows for the preservation of original cellular structure thereby affecting the texture of the
french fry (Canet and Espinosa, 1984). Freezing would be expected to influence the
texture of the interiorkore of a french fry more than the cmst of a french fry seeing that the
crust is dehydrateci while the core still contain significant amounts of water.

During the processing of french fries there is the blanching step, which is a cooking of

the potatoes with moist heat. There is a disintegration of ce11 membranes, softening of
celluIosic materials, and large amounts of protopectin change to pectin. Softening is due to
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loss of the cohesivdadhesive quaiities of the middle larnella (Andersson et al., 1994).
Deep fat frying cm be assumed to have somewhat different effects since it is essentially a
surface cooking and dehydration process during which the starch content of the ce11 is
gelled and dehydrated (Singh, 1995). The process of frying involves the loss of water and
the absorption of oil; strongly associated with this loss of water and oil absorption is the
formation of a cmst (Pinthus et ai., 1993; Reeve and Neel, 1960). The cmst is fonned as oil
is absorbed into the fky. Many factors affect oil uptake. These factors include oïl quality,
product and oil temperature, frying duration, product shape and product content, porosity,
pre-frying treatments, coating and surface roughness (Pinthus et al., 1993).

Some

relationships which have been found include: there is negative linear relationship between
oil content and specific gravity (Lulai and Orr, 1979); the depth of the cmst equals the
depth of oil penetration (Pinthus et al., 1995); and cmst thickness is dependent on the length
of frying time and temperature of the oil (Pinthus et al., 1995).
Oïl penetrates mainly the cellulosic walls and to some extent the gelled starch contents
of cmst cells. Oil penetration is influenced by oil type and oil quality. Some oil is absorbed
ont0 ce11 wall surfaces of the intenor voids developed during fryhg. Cells tend to separate
when steam is evolved from the strips dunng frying. Oil uptake during deep fat frying of
products, such as potatoes, which initially contain little or no fat taka place at the surface of
the product (Pinthus and Saguy, 1994; Pinthus, et al.. 1995).
Oil uptake has been noted to affect the amount of water the product lost during m

g

(Pinthus and Saguy, 1994). The cmst, which is formed on the surface of food during the

process, may act as a diffusion barrier that limits m a s transfer. Crust development influences
heat and mass iransfer processes, and further oil uptake. Inner moisture converted to steam
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may fmd selective channels in the structure and escape through open capillaries, pores and/or
crevasses. Oil that enters the voids left by the water may be important in keeping the
structure from coliapsing and may contribute to keeping capillaries open (Pinthus and Saguy,
1994).

2.3.2 Footing with an Underlying Soi1 Mass as a Two-Layer System
In the literature, a footing with an underlyîng soil m a s has been viewed as a twolayer system (Burmeister, 1945b). The soi1 and the footing differ in their elastic propereies
and therefore the system as a whole differs (Selvadurai, 1979). Thus, the stresses and

deformations encountered in a two-layer system must be considered in solving the soilfooting problem. The footing is the top structurai unit, which rats on the soil mass, and is
considered to be stiffer and sometimes infinitely stiff in comparison to the soil. Bunieister
(1945a) examined the soil-footing problem with respect to repeated heavy loadings due to
airplane landings.

Sneddon (1965) stated the importance of analyzing the soil-footing

problem in order to detennine the safety of pillars resting on a soil-footing system Although,
the mechanical response of a soil is very complex and usuaily cannot be considered elastic,

the nodel of an elastic medium is usually accepted and is sufficiently accurate to describe the
soil-footing interaction (Ascione and Grimaldi, 1984).
The interaction problem between an overlying fwting (considered as an elastic layer)
and the underlying soil m a s (considered as the Winkler foundation) has been studied using

idealized models such as the Winkler mode1 (see 2.3.2.1) and analytical solutions can be
obtained for these problems (Selvadurai, 1979). To be able to accurately characterize the
behaviour of a soil mass as being equivalent to that of a W i e r foundation, the application
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of assumptions to the problem is necessary (see 2.3.2.1). If the assumptions are satisfied, the
mathematical quivalence between the soi1 mass and the Winkler foundation is estabfished
(Selvadurai, 1979).

23.2.1 The Winkler Mode1
The Winkler model is an example of an elastic model which shows the physical
view of how an elastic material or an elastic medium will deform under the application of

an extemal force (Selvadurai, 1979). The Winkler model can be viewed as a system of
mutually independent spring elements. An important assumption of the Winkler model is
that deformation occurs only under the applied load; outside this region there is no
deformation regardless of the location or of the magnitude of the appiied load (Selvadurai,

1979). The Winkler mode1 also assumes that the deformation of the medium at any point
of the surface is directly proporeional to the stress at that point (Selvadurai, 1979). The
foundation stiffness (k) is the constant of proportionality between applied normal stress at a
point and the corresponding surface deflection. For a homogenous Winkler foundation, the
value of k is constant at each location. Also, for a homogenous Winkler foundation, the value

of k should be independent of the magnitude, or the area of application, of the load
(Selvadurai, 1979).

However, in practical situations the fundamental assumptions of

idealized behaviour may not be completely satisfied. The foundation stiffness may not be
constant; it may depend upon the magnitude of the applied stress and the depth of the
underlying area (Dempsey et al., 1991). Deviation from the assumption of ideal behaviour
imposes some restrictions on the effectiveness of this theoretical analysis (Selvadurai, 1979).

Nevertheless, there are many engineering problems where the Winkler model
represents a very accurate characterization of real-life conditions (Selvadurai, 1979). The
Winkler model has been used effectively in problems associateci with the analysis of soilfooting interactions and fioating structures such a s floating bridges and ice sheets
(Selvadurai, 1979).

233 Aircraft Wings as Composite Materials
Sandwich panels are described as composite materials.

They consist of two

laminates (facesheets) with a sheet of different material (the core, normally honeycomb
matenal) embedded in between (Frostig and Baruch, 1990). Usually the facesheets are
thin compared with the core. Sandwich panels are assembled and have their different
materials intimately fixed in relation to each other so as to use the properties of each to
specific structural advantages for the whole assembly (Frostig and Baruch, 1990).
Aircraft wings can be considered to be sandwich structures (Tsang and Dugundji,
1992). The presence of the core complicates the mechanisms of failure of sandwich panels
since the core has its own mechanical properties, affects the mechanical properties of the
facesheets, and ultimately the sandwich structure. Impacts on sandwich panels with
laminated face-sheets can result in substantial strength reduction and face-sheet
delaminations (Olsson and McManus, 1996).

Typical darnage in sandwich panels

corresponds with the following description. Core damage occurs prior to facesheet
damage and it is core damage that is responsible for the generally cornpliant contact
response of the sandwich panels. As the extent and the depth of local core crushing

progresses, delamination occurs and visible surface fibre darnage becomes apparent (Tsang

and Dugundji, 1992).
Tsang and Dugundji (1992) studied the damage resistance of aircraft wings under
Iow speed impacts.

Experimentd load-deformation curves were compared against a

theoretical mode1 based on small-deflection theory and the assumption of elastic core
behaviour. It was observed that the thickest core panel failed at the highest load and the
thimest core failed at the smallest Ioad. The thicker core panels show better agreement
between the theory and experiment than the thinner core ones when no significant darnage
was present (Tsang and Dugundji, 1992). Williamson and Lagace (1993) stated that core
thickness has an important effect on the loading responses of the sandwich panels. The
experimental work of Williamson and Lagace (1993) indicated that the maximum contact
force generally increased with increasing core thickness, which corresponds with the
results of Tsang and Dugundji (1992).
To characterke the failure of aircraft wings, Olsson and McManus (1996) used a

theory based on the assumption of axisymmetry, in that the impact damage could be

likened to what occurs during axisymmetric loading. Also, their theory was based on the
assurnption that the load being applied was concentrated on an elastic infinite facesheet
which rested on a core that was bonded to a rigid foundation. After core yielding, the
contact problem was considered to have separate regions. There was an outer region and
an inner region. The outer region was modeled as a plate on an elastic foundation. The

inner region was modeled using small deformation theory, large deformation theory, and
membrane theory.

Small deformation theory refers to the condition where the deformation incurred is
less than half the thickness of the facesheet. The situation is characterized by linear elastic
behaviour (Olsson and McManus, 1996). Large deformation theory is used to describe
deformation less than the facesheet thickness but greater than half the facesheet thickness.
Deformation of this magnitude results in a non-linear load-deformation relationship
(Olsson and McManus, 1996). The membrane solution is characterized by the condition
where the deformation is greater than the facesheet thickness.

For these large

deformations, the middle surface of the facesheet becomes appreciably strained and carries
part of the load as a diaphragm in direct tension. This results in the significant contribution
of membrane stress for the corresponding deformation (Roark, 1954).
Olsson and McManus (1996) found that the load history for the indentation of a
composite material consists of three regimes: linear elastic, non-linear plastic, and nonlinear plastic with membrane stress. Thereby, considering al1 three of these regimes in the
indentation analysis of a composite material, a more accurate theoretical mode1 describing
the indentation process was possible.

3.0 PAPER 1

ANALYSIS OF THIE ELASTIC MODULUS OF AN AGAR GEL BY
INDENTATION

3.1 ABSTRACT

Indentation tests are frequently used in the food industry as a simple means of
texture evaluation. However. such indentation tests generally provide empirical results for
product texture. This study used the approach taken by Boume to obtain the compressive
and shear components for an agar gel. But in addition, the low strain regime for the same
experiments was used to evaluate the gel's elastic modulus using the theory of elasticity.
Five flat ended punches of different diameters were used as indentation probes on large
slabs of 3% agar gel. Compression testing, using lubricated teflon platens and a travelling
microscope, was used to independently measure the gel's elastic modulus (52

and

Poisson's ratio (0.32). The compressive and shear coefficients compared favourably with
analyses performed by other researchers, and indicated that shear dominated in the failure
of the gel under the probe.

Indentation rneasurements of reaction force (P) and

deformation (d) were analysed with the theoretical relationship for fnctionless flat cylinder
indentation. A good linear fit

(3= 0.991) was obtained for P/d

versus indenter radius,

indicating the validity of the analysis. However, the value of the elastic modulus derived
from indentation was 79

an overestirnate of 52%. The larger value suggests that

additional factors to those considered in the theoretical mode1 influence the indentation
process, such as the presence of pores in the gel, frictional forces during indentation, and
elastic mismatch between indenter and gel. Sirnilarity in results for the elastic modulus
determined from indentation compared to compression, indicates that a simple testing
method can yield a more comprehensive evaluation of food texturai quality.

3.2 INTRODUCTION
Texture is an important parameter of food quality and its evaluation is of
paramount importance for quality control in a food processing plant (Finney, 1969). The
food industry often employs indentation (or penetrorneter tests) as an expedient method of
texture evaluation (deMan, 1969), but they generally provide empirical results for product
texture, rather than fundamental mechanical parameters. This makes cornparison of results
between different indentation tests very difficult, and many researchers have
acknowledged this sentiment (Kamel and deMan, 1975a).
Seeking to address this difficulty, Boume (1966) derived an equation relating the
force required for penetration into a food to the dimensions of the probe used for
penetration:
F=m+KsP+C

(1)

F = the maximum (penetration) force, Kf is the probe area (A) dependent

Where:

compression coefficient, & is the probe perimeter (P) dependent shear coefficient, and C is
a constant. This equation characterized the texture of foods by two mechanical parameters
(K, and

K,) expressed in fundamental units. Their validity was independently confmed

by deMan (1969). Boume (1975) later used fiat ended cylindrical probes of different
diameters to obtain numerical values for the compression and shear coefficients for many
different food products.
However, these shear and compression coefficients that define the failure of a
foodstuff do not exclusively charactenze texture. There are other defined mechanical
properties associateci with inherent qualities of a food (Mohsenin, 1970). For example, the

elastic rnodulus is a fundamental mechanical property which c m be used to characterize
the texture parameter of tendemess (Mohsenin, 1970), while the shear modulus is
important for analyses of gel texture development (OakenfulI et al, 1989). The same
indentation (penetrometer) load-deformation tests that are used to derive the compression
and shear coefficients can also provide at low strains a fundamentai property of an
isotropie food, its elastic modulus (Sneddon, 1965) frorn:

P/d = 2~b/(l-?)

(2)

Where: P = load, d = deforrnation, E = elastic modulus, b = indenter radius, and v =
Poisson's ratio. An example of its use on a synthetic biological material, rubber, has been
given by Briscoe and Sebastian (1993) and Briscoe et al. (1994).
It was postulated by the author that a mechanics analysis of indentation could be

perfomed alongside measurement of the compression and shear coefficients of a food to
rneasure the food's elastic modulus. Thus, the objective of this research was to show that a
comprehensive evaluation of food texture is feasible in a set of simple tests.

3.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS
33.1 Agar Gel Preparation
A 3% (w/v) agar gel was prepared by dissolving rnicrobiological grade granulateci

agar (Difco, Detroit, MI) in distilled water. The solution was heated until boiling in an
Erlenrneyer fiask on a hot plate. The liquid agar dispersion was poured into a pan and
cooled ovemight at room temperature for testing 24 hours later (r2 hours). Bringing the

agar solution to a boil resulted in the formation of bubbles which remained entrapped in

the agar gel upon setting.

3.3.2 Compression Testing
Al1 compression testing was performed at room temperature (25 2 2 C). Cubes of
agar gel with 40 mm sides were used for detemining Poisson's ratio. A grid was drawn
on a square face of an agar cube and its lateral and axial lengths were measured with a
travelling microscope in two locations about the centre of the agar cube. The agar cube
was compressed under lubricated teflon-coated platens with a normal force at a rate of 22

mm min ", using an Ottawa Texture Measunng System (OTMS) equipped with a 251b
(1 lON) load ce11 (Canners Machinery, Simcoe, ON). Crosshead movement was stopped

when a saain of either 1%, 2%, or 4% was attained. The grid's deformeci laterai and axial
dimensions were measured with a travelling microscope within 45s. Application of the
various strains was performed in random order. The agar gel was prepared in triplicate on
three separate days and ten cubes were obtained from each pan for a total of 30 values for

Poisson's ratio.
A cork borer (15 mm diameter) was used to obtain cylindrical specimens of 15 mm

height which were used for measuring the elastic modulus. The cylindrical specimens
were compressed to failure with a normal force under lubricated teflon coated platens on a
Lloyd Llûûû universal testing machine equipped with a 20N load ceil (Lloyd Instruments
Ltd., Fareham. England). The elastic modulus was calculated from the slope of the forcedeformation curve in the 14% strain region and from specirnen dimensions. The Lloyd

testing machine was used for obtaining the control elastic modulus because it is capable of
testing under quasi-static conditions at a crosshead speed of 1 mm min-', unlike the OTMS
machine. A pan of agar gel was prepared on three separate days. Ten values of the elastic
modulus were obtained for each pan in order to account for the variability between batches
of agar prepared.

A total of 30 values of elastic modulus were obtained.

These

compression to failure experiments were repeated on the OTMS machine at a crosshead
speed of 22 mm min-'.

3.33 Indentation Testing

The indentation testing was performed at room temperature under quasi-static
conditions. The Lloyd testing machine was used for the application of a normal force with

a crosshead speed of 1 mm min-' until the gel yielded under the probe. The probes
employed for indentation testing were flat ended cylinders with 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 and 4.0

mm diameters. Agar cubes of 40 mm sides were indented with one of these probes. These
dimensions were used so that the agar specimens could be treated as an elastic half-space
(i.e., the area under the indenter is small relative to the size of the specimen) (Mohsenin,
1970). Five pans of agar were prepared for testing. Each pan yielded ten cubes of agar of

the desired dimensions. Testing took place over five days with two probes being used for
indentation testing on each pan. The probes were paired for indentation testing randody
to minimize experimental error that might be introduced by testing one batch of agar with
one probe only. Therefore, ten indentations were perforrned with each probe. The slope
values obtained for the indentation load-deformation tests' curves were determined from

the Linear portion of these curves (Le., in the 0.754% strain range). The 0-0.75% strain
range was discounted from analysis since complete contact between the indenter and the
agar gel did not appear to have been established in this range.

3.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.4.1 Poisson's Ratio

Values of Poisson's ratio at 1%, 2%, and 4% strain are presented in Table 1. Since
differences between Poisson's ratio at these strains were not significantly different, an
overall Poisson's ratio is also quoted in Table 1. The average value of the Poisson's ratio
for ail of the strains applied was 0.32.

This value may seem questionable for a materid

norrnally regarded as being incompressible and having a Poisson's ratio of 0.50 commonly
cited (Oakenfull et al., 1989; Yano et ab, 1987). However, the 3% agar gel prepared was
observed to contain air bubbles so it should be considered as a porous medium. For a
material that contains a phase that is compressible, even when the principaVcontinuous
phase is incompressible, the matenal as a complete system can be considered a
compressible material (Mackenzie, 1950; Yano et al., 1987). Also, Yano et al. (1987)
obtained data for a 2% agar-gelatin gel that had a Poisson's ratio that decreased from 0.50
to 0.30 as the porosity of the gel increased. The method of creating the gel in this study
would also likely create heterogeneity in the bubble size distribution, which would cause a
more rapid decline in Poisson's ratio for a given level of porosity (Mackenzie, 1950; Rice,
1996). Therefore, the value of 0.32 obtained for the Poisson's ratio for the 3% agar gel is

reasonable.

TABLE 1.

POISSON'S RATIO AT VARIOUS COMPRESSIVE STRAINS

Strain (%)

Overall

Mean Poisson's
Ratio

Standard Deviation

0.32~

0,070

Coefficient of
Variation (%)

3.4.2 Compressive Elastic Modulus

The value for the elastic modulus obtained under quasi-static loading was 5W.7

k ~ m(95%
- ~ confidence iimits). Work done by Nussinovitch et al. (1990) showed that the
compressive elastic modulus and the compressive yield stress of a gellan gel were
comparable to those of an agar gel of similar concentrations. Therefore, the elastic
modulus of a 3% agar gei derived from their experimental work would be approximately

700 mm-* . This value is significantly higher than the value obtained using a crosshead
speed of 1 mm min-'. The discrepancy may be explained by the effects of strain rate in a
viscoelastic material. Nussinovitch et al. (1990) used a crosshead speed of 10 mm min-'.

Auxiliary experirnents performed on the OTMS, using a crosshead speed of 22 mm min-',
yielded values for the elastic modulus of 499 k.Nrn-' (Table 2).
Similar strain rate effects were observed (Table 2) for the compressive yield stress,
determined quasi-statically to be 8.3 kNmm2. This is significantly lower than the value
derived from Nussinovitch et al. (1990) at approximately 110 k ~ m - * .The value obtained
by the auxiiiary expenmental work on the OTMS was 90

These latter values do

not differ substantially. The greater forces at higher deformation rates can be ascribed to
slower crosshead speeds allowing for relaxation and flow of the gel (Munoz et al., 1986).
However, üterature exists in which the recorded force at failure was independent of the
deformation rate. For example, for penetration testing, Kamel and deMan (1977) showed
that the maximum force obtained from the penetration of gelatin gels did not Vary as
crosshead speed was altered from 24 to 72 mm min-'. These speeds are not an order of
magnitude greater than each other as are the quasi-static conditions of 1 mm min-' and 22
mm min" that were utilized in these experirnents. Therefore, viscoelastic effects probably
do account for the differences in mechanical properties between quasi-static conditions
(Table 2) and those cited by Nussinovitch et al. (1990). Lelievre et al. (1992), showed that
increasing strain rate led to greater failure stress for gellan gels, but that failure strains were
virtuaily unchanged. The results for failure strain at 22 mm m i i l and 1 mm min'' are
significantly different (Table 2), but they do not Vary by an order of magnitude as the yield
stress values did.

TABLE 2.
EFFECT OF CROSSEEAD SPEED ON THE MEAN (&TANDARD
DEVIATION) ELASTIC MODULUS, YIELD STRESS AND FAILURE
STRAIN DETERMINED BY COMPRESSION (n = 30)

Crosshead Speed
(mm min-')

Elastic Modulus

Yield Stress
(mm-2)

Failure Strain

(W

3.4.3 Indentation Testing

3.4.3.1 Yield Stress Results
Analysis of the yield stress values was modeled after the work of Su and
Humphries (1972), as describeci by Bourne (1975) and Karnel and deMan (197Sb). The
results for the indentation yield stress values are presented in Table 3. The compressive
component and the shear component of the yield stress values were obtained from plots of
forcdindenter area versus the reciprocal of indenter diameter, and force/indenter perimeter
versus indenter diameter (Bourne, 1975). From Figure 1 it can be seen that a good linear
relationship was obtained from the FIA plot (2 = 0.994) to yield a shear coefficient (Ks) of
24.8 ~ m - ' and
, a compression coefficient (& +UA) of 3.9

The linear relationship

of the F E plot (Figure 2) was not as good (2= 0.7 l7), but gave values for Ksand & of
21.3 ~ m - and
'
12.4 kNmm2,respectively, which is in good agreement with the FIA plot

after neglecting C, since the value of the constant C was found to be close to zero for ali
concentrations of gelatin gels tested (Karnel and deMan, 1975b). Also, these results are in
accordance with the Ksand K, values obtained by Kamel and deMan (1975b) using flat
ended cylindrical punches for the gelatin gels (38 ~ r n - and
' 9

respectively), and by

Boume (1975) using flat ended cylindrical punches for a 2% agar gel (35 ~ r n - 'and 54

~ r n -respectively).
~ ,

FIGURE 1. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE FORCE/AREA VERSUS l/DIAMETER
OF THE INDENTER FOR A 3% AGAR GEL

FIGURE 2. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE FORCEPERIMETER
VERSUS DIAMETER OF THE INDENTER FOR A 3%
AGAR GEL

In al1 the indentation load-defonnation curves, yielding only occurred after a shift
from linear to non-linear behaviour. Two factors are likely responsible for the enhanced
stiffness after indentation has surpassed the initiai stages. Any pores subjected to the
compressive stress under the indenter will be preferentially compressed and closed up.
Thereafter, there will be greater resistance to the indentation process.

Also, water

contained in the gel rnatrix wili be expressed. The viscosity of the gel matrix will increase
and therefore resistance to the indentation process or resistance of flow of the agar matrix

will occur. A similar reasoning was used by Oomens et al. (1987) to describe fluid flow
occumng when skin was compressed.
Following the approach taken by Peleg and Gomez Brito (1975), the mean values
of K, and Kswere substituted back in Equation 1 to estimate the contribution of shear and
compression to the indentation force. The results shown in Table 3 indicate that agar gel's
failure under cylindrical punches is dominated by the shear component.

This is

particularly m e for the smaller sized indenters where less volume of material under the
surface of the indenter is able to counteract the effect of high stresses at the perimeter of
the indenter (Oakenfull et al., 1989; Sneddon, 1965; Timbers et al., 1965).

TABLE 3.
DETERMINATION OF TE03 DOMINATING FACTOR
(SHEAR OR COMPRESSION) DURING INDENTATION FOR
INDENTERS OF VARIOUS DIAMETER (n = 10)

Indenter Yield Experimental
Diarneter Stress
Force
(-1
( k ~ m ' ~ ) (N)

Calculated
Force
(N)

% Contribution to Calculated Force

Compression

Shear

aMean Istandard deviation
bn = 16

3.4.3.2 Elastic Regime
A theoretical relationship for frictionless indentation with a flat ended cylinder,

principally derived by Sneddon (1965),is:
1
p/d = 2 b ~ 4-v2)

(2)

Where: P is the reaction force (load), d is the deformation, b is the indenter radius, E is the

elastic modulus, and v is Poisson's ratio. Experimental values of the ratio of reaction force
(P) to deformation (d) were obtained from the initial slope of the load-deformation curve

during each of the indentation tests. One can substitute the experimental P/d values into
the above equation and, knowing Poisson's ratio (Table 1), obtain the theoretical elastic

modulus. These results are shown graphically in Figure 3 with error bars based on 95%
confidence intervals. The expenmental results are significantly higher than the theoretical
mode1 would predict; the slope of the experirnental fine is approximately 3EI(l-v2) rather
than the theoretical prediction of 2 ~ (-v2).
1 However, the experimental results of P/d
versus b yield a good linear fit with

2 = 0.991, and the intercept is almost zero (-4k~rn-~)?

indicative of the validity of the treatment. The value of the elastic modulus derived from
the indentation experiments was 79 mm-*.This is an overestimate of 52% compared to
the elastic modulus calculated from the compression experiment (Table 2). Briscoe and
Sebastian (1993) and Briscoe et al. (1994) obtained experimental indentation results that
were in close accordance with the theoretical results by using similar analytical equations
for various indenters with no defects. Examination with a stereo-microscope indicated no

major defects were present on the indenters which could account for the significant
difference between experimental and theoretical results.

FIGURE 3, RELATIONSHKP BETWEEN THE RATIO OF LOAD TO
DEFORMATION (Pld) AND INDENTER RADIUS (b)
Solid Line represents best fit to expenmental data; dashed fine the theoreticai
P/d values using v = 0.32 and E = 52
(Tables 1 and 2); error bars
represent 95% confidence limits.

Plausible explmations for the difference between the experimental and theoretical
results could be due to the elastic mismatch between the steel indenter and the agar gel
being indented, and therefore ascribable to the frictional forces that arose during the
indentation process (Spence, 1975). Warren and Hills (1994) stated that if the hvo bodies
being indented are dissimilar, the more cornpliant body (agar gel in this study) will
"displace" more. Thus, radial shearing tractions will be incumed and a modified stress
field will result. The rnodified stress field thereby causes a complication of the contact
conditions; the contact problem is no longer defined by the criterion suitable for
fnctionless contact of elastically similar bodies. The elastic rnismatch may be quantified
by Dundurs' constant (B) which was given by Warren and Hills (1994) as:

B = [(1-2v I)/GI]-[(l -2~2)/G2]1 2A

(3)

Where:
A = (1-vi)/Gl + (1-vz)/G2

(4)

The symbols v and G refer to the Poisson's ratio and modulus of ngidity (shear modulus),
respectively. The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the two contacting bodies. The Dundurs'
constant calculated for this experiment was -0.265. This indicates that "stick" will exist
over the entire contact area causing deviations from the classical contact conditions of
elastically similar bodies. The analysis, by assuming fiictionless contact (Timbers et al.,
1965), is not fuily valid and therefore, to obtain accurate resuIts, the presence of radial
shear tractions must be accounted for in future theoretical models.
This factor alone is insufficient to account for the 52% overestimate of the elastic
modulus (Spence, 1975). A further possible explanation arises from pores in the gel and

their effect on how the elastic modulus is determineci from compression or indentation.
The compressive technique measures the properties of the gel as a whole, including the
pores. As a consequence, the mechanical properties of this 'porous composite1are different
from those of the gel per se, as expected frorn theoretical considerations (Mackenzie,
1950), and from practical experience on a variety of matenais (Rice, 1996; Yano et aL,
1987). Generally, the elastic modulus of the porous materiai is lowered as porosity
increases (Rice, 1996; Yano et al., 1987). During indentation, stresses are less uniformly
distributed in the gel (Sneddon, 1965). If the reactive force encountered by the indenter
arises from stresses set up in a volume of gel that has a lower pore concentration than the
gel as a whole, then the elastic modulus derived from indentation testing will be greater.

3.5 CONCLUSIONS
A fundamental mechanics approach used in indentation testing of industrial

materials can be used concurrently with more conventional texture testing. There are some
problems involved with this approach in that an elastic mismatch exists between the
indenter and the biological material being tested because their material properties differ
significantly, and inhomogeneity may contribute to loading by an indenter measuring
different properties from those of conventional compression tests. These phenomena (and
possibly others) caused the theoretical indentation model to overestimate the elastic
modulus for 3% agar gel by 52%. Nevertheless, a linear relationship was observed in the
experimental data, indicating the validity of the research. Once a quantitative assessment
of the contact conditions is achieved and is applied to the theoretical model, indentation

testing can be used to generate fundamental mechanical constants for food texture quality.

4.0 PAPER 2

A FRACTURE MECHA,NICS ANALYSE OF THE TEXTURE OF FRIED
POTATO CRUST

4.1 ABSTRACT

A fundamental engineering approach was used to quantify the mechanical

properties of the fried potato cmst. Potato slabs were fried for varying lengths of time in
order to see the effect of fry time on the mechanical properties of the cmst. Quantitative
values for the fracture stress, fracture strain, elastic modulus, and fracture toughness were
obtained using the tensile test. Frying time had an effect on the rnechanical properties of
the fried potato cmst. The fracture stress and elastic modulus values increased as fry time
increased. Fracture straîn and fracture toughness values decreased as fry time increased.
The fracture stress and elastic modulus values were in the range of 100 khlrnrn2
and 1

respectively. Fracture strain was in the range of 1-10 % strain.

Fracture

toughness was of the magnitude of 10 .lm2. With respect to fracture toughness, as length
of fry time increased the cnist material changed from a ductile or pliant material to a more

brittle material. A quantitative value of the Poisson's ratio was unable to be obtained, but
microscopy was employed to deduce that the value was 0.5. The values of mechanical
properties obtained for fiied potato cmst employing the rnechanical pnnciples of the tensile
test were within established limits as detennined by other techniques. Thus, the tende test
which is commonly used to measure the mechanical parameters of engineering matenals,

c m also be employed to measure the texture of fried potato crusts. This may allow for an
efficient means of obtaining indices of french fry quality.

4.2 INTRODUCTION

The potato is the world's major food crop grown in the greatest quantities (Schoorl
and Holt, 1983). Recent trends in the worldwide consumption of potatoes show that french
fries are becoming increasingly popular (Anon, 1988). In fact, Talburt et al. (1987a) stated
that the production of frozen french fried potatoes has exceeded an annual value of one
billion dollars. In Manitoba, frozen french fry exports account for nearly 80% of al1
processed potato products, and contribute up to 140 million dollars in revenue (Manitoba
Agriculture, 1998). In spite of the magnitude of potato production and its economic
importance, the potato processing industry has had problerns in the evaluation and control
of french fry texture (Ross and Porter, 1971).
There are many variables encountered in potato processing.

Source, variety,

storage conditions, and processing conditions al1 affect the texture of french fries (Ross
and Porter, 1971). The major method of texture evaluation performed on french fries has

been sensory evaluation. Sensory evaluation of a finished product is very labour intensive;
it is considered by food processors to be an inefficient method of texture evaluation for
quality control (Finney 1969; Ross and Porter, 1966).

Many atternpts have been made in the past to develop a replacement for the sensory

evaluation of food products (Ross and Porter, 1966). There have been many instrumental
methods used to define the texture of fniits and vegetables (Boume, 1969; Boume, 1972;
deMan, 1969). However, these instrumental methods have mostly been empincal in nature
and the effectiveness of empirical measurements has been questioned in the literature

(Boume, 1982; Boume, 1994). In contras&Mohsenin (1970) has stated the usefulness and
effectiveness of applying an objective, yet, fundamental engineering approach to the
evaluation and measurement of the mechanical attributes of texture in food materials.
With respect to materials testing in the discipline of engineering, there are many

fundamental parameters that charactenze the mechanical properiîes of materials (Beer and
lohnston, 1992). These fundamental parameters include, fracture stress, fracture strain,
elastic modulus, Poisson's ratio, and fracture toughness. Therefore it follows that these
well-defined mechanical properties cou Id be used to charactenze textural parameters of
food materials.
With regards to fracture toughness, a generalized theory of fracture mechanics
(Andrews, 1974) characterizes the fracture properties of materials without Limiting
assumptions of linearity, elastic behaviour, and infinitesimal strain (Holt and Schoorl,
1983). This has practical application in determining the fracture properties of food
materials since considerable plastic deformation c m occur during fracture development
(Fahloul and Scanlon, 1996). Some authors have demonstrated the applicability of the
generalized theory of fracture mechanics to characterize failure phenomena in biological
materials (Fahloul and Scanlon, 1996; Holt and Schoorl, 1983). Other authors have used
Gurney's work area method to characterize fraccure in biological materials (Jeronirnidis,
1980; Khan, 1989;Vincent, 1982). Gurney's work area method makes assumptions based
on any plastic deformation being confined to a small region contiguous with new crack
surface area (Gumey and Hunt, 1967). It discounts global energy losses, which are part of
the "toughness" value in the generalized linear fracture mechanics analysis method. Using

such techniques, full mechanical analyses have been performed on biological materials as a
means of obtaining fundamental mechanical constants that describe the constitutive
properties of the biological material. This study was an investigation in rneasuring the
mechanical properties of the crust of a fried potato, and particular attention was given to

rneasuring the mechanical property of fracture toughness. Mechanical properties could be
used to quantify the many variables encountered in potato processing that are
technologically important to the industry. As previously rnentioned, source, variety,
storage, and processing conditions all affect the texture of french fries.

It would be

beneficial if the effects of these parameters were emciently quantified through the
measurement of the mechanical properties of french fries. Those potatoes producing
french fries not meeting the desired specifications at intake could be processed under
different processing conditions so as to achieve the mechanical properties corresponding to
those of high quality french fries so that maximum product quality couid be attained.

4.3 METHODS AND MATERIALS- Fracture Mechanics Analysis

4.3.1 Potatoes

Potatoes of the cultivar Russet Burbank were used as the experimental material. The crop
was obtained from a commercial processing crop grown on a site near Carberry, Manitoba.
Potatoes delivered from commercial storage in June 1996 and January 1997 were stored at
the Horticultural Storage Research facility at the University of Manitoba. The potatoes
were held at 8

+ 1C and at a minimum relative humidity of 90% until used for processing.

Potatoes obtained in June 1996 from commercial storage were used for prelirninary work
and potatoes obtained in January 1997 used for the experimental work

4.3.1.1 Potato Processing

Potatoes were processed in order to obtain enough specimens for the preliminary
experiments performed. Approximately five usable (free of rot and bniising) slices were
obtained from each tuber. The potato slices were randomly split into 3 groups and were
processed with three fry times: 1, 2, and 10 minutes. Sirnilarly, for the main experimental
work, potatoes were processed in order to obtain enough specimens for each fry time
chosen. The potatoes slices were randomly split into five groups and were processed with
one of five fqtimes: 1,2,4,7, and 10 minutes.
For both the preliminary work and the main experimental work, al1 tubers were
removed frorn storage and peeled just prior to processing. Slices (slabs) of 10 mm
thickness were sliced lengthwise off potatues from the stem end to the bud end. These
potato slabs were processed according to the procedure followed in the commercial potato
processing industry as described by Agblor (1997). Immediately after blanching and
dryhg (Agblor, 1997) the potato slabs were placed in a wire frying basket and fned for
various lengths of time in a thermostat controlled deep fat fryer (Garland Mode1 80-03,
Mississauga, ON) set at 185 f 2 C. The frying oil was hydrogenated canola oil with the
trade narne of Crisco Professional Frying 0i1 (Procter and Garnble, Toronto, ON). The
amount of potato slabs (approximately 300) fried for the preliminary and experimental
work was obtained without needing to change the fiying oil. After frying, adhering oil was

removed by agitating the wire basket. The fried potato slabs were placed on a metal tray in
a single layer and frozen. For freezing, the trays were placed in a walk-in air freezer
(Model WTD, Coldstream Refngerator Mfg. Ltd, Winnipeg, MB) at -20 C. 'Iliey were
placed close to a fan to simulate conditions in a blast freezer (Agblor and Scanlon, 1998).
The fried potato slabs were frozen overnight on trays and then transferred to pre-labeled
ziploc freezer bags and stored at -20 C until needed.

4.3.2 Preliminary Experiments
4.3.2.1 Crust Rernovai

The crusts of the potato slabs were removed by slicing the frozen potato slabs with
a Hobart slicer (Model 410, Hobart Manufacturing Co., Cincinnati, OH). Each batch of
potato slabs fried for a certain time had a different crust thickness. The slicer was
calibrated for each fry time by û-ial and error in order to cut off a crust slice from the slab
with a minimum of inner core adhering to the crust

When the correct setting was

deterrnined for each fiy time, it was marked on the slicer and used for obtaining subsequent
cmst slices. After the crust slices were obtained, they were placed on paper towels and put
in plastic freezer bags to prevent moisture loss. The crust slices were allowed to thaw for

ten minutes before being tested.

4.3.2.2 Specimen Preparation

Specimens were taken from outside of the vascular ring of the crust slices in order
to Limit incorporation of the pith in the specimen (Figure 1). The specimens obtained from

the crust siïces were cut to a length of 80 mm and a width of 10 mm wiîh a single blade.
The dimensions chosen were such that they complied with those recornmended by ASTME8-93 (ASTM, 1993) for tensile testing of metals since there is no standardized method

available for the testing of biological matenals. The thickness of the specimens was
dependent upon their fry time, and was measured with a set of digital calipers. Ten
specimens for each fry time were used to generate the values of average thickness.

FIGURE 1. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF SPECIMEN LOCATIONS wITKlN THE

TUBER

BUD END

STEM END

4.3.2.3 Testing of Specimens
AU prelirninary work was performed on the Ottawa Texture Measuring System
(OTMS) equipped with a 251b (llON) Ioad ce11 (Canners Machinery, Simcoe, ON). The

specimens were tested in tension with a crosshead speed of 22 mm m i d . Al1 testing was
performed at room temperature.
Load-deformation curves were generated and analysed to obtain the elastic
moduIus, fracture stress, and fracture strain of the 1, 2, and 10 minute fned potato msts.
The specirnens obtained frorn the 1,2 and 10 minute fned potato slabs were attached to the
aluminum end plates with cyanoacrylate adhesive (Viachem, St. Laurent, PQ) and allowed
to set for 1 minute before testing was performed. The order of testing was randomized
over the 30 specimens tested (ten replicates of each fry time).
The fried potato crust specimens from the 2 minute fry time were also tested for

isotropicity. These test specimens were obtained from cutting crust pieces in both lateral
and longitudinal orientations from adjacent faces of two fried potato slabs. The test
specimens obtained from cutting in the lateral direction were taken across the middle of the
crust from the fiied potato sIab. It should be noted that taking a lateral test specimen
across the rniddle of the crust from the fried potato slab was the only way to obtain a
specimen with a suitable gauge length. The longitudinal specimens were obtained from an
area mainly outside of the vascular ring. It was beiieved that testing specimens cut from

adjacent faces would allow for the isotropicity or anisotropicity of the potato tissue to
manifest itself without being obscured by the inherent variability of the potato. Testing
adjacent faces was Iikened to testing the same tissue.

If differences in mechanical

properties were noted, they would be assumed to be due to an orientation effect rather than
the natural variability present in the potato. Specimens were also cut in the lateral and
longitudinal orientation from the opposite faces of these adjacent potato slabs. It was
thought that there would be greater variability behveen tissue specimens taken from
opposite faces than adjacent faces. Therefore four different situations were examined: ten
adjacent/longitudinaIly cut specimens were tested, ten adjacent/laterally cut specimens
were tested, ten oppositdongitudinally cut specimens were tested, and ten
oppositdlaterally cut specimens were tested. Testing was randomized over al1 40 of these
specimens. Load-deformation curves were generated and analysed to ascertain if there was
a difference in the elastic modulus, fracture strength and fracture strain of the specimens
made from different orientations and positions.
Measurements of Poisson's ratio were performed only on potato specimens fned
for 2 minutes. To obtain the Poisson's ratio, a travelling microscope was used. A grid was
drawn on the specimen with a marker before it was glued to the aluminum end plates of the
OTMS for tensile testing. The initial dimensions of the grid were measured before the

sûip was defonned. The dimensions of the grid after deformation were measured within
45 s of application of the tensile load that created a given strain level. Different gluing

orientations were examineci to see their effect on the Poisson's ratio. Four different
orientations were examined: 1) crust side glued to the end plates with the grid drawn on the
core side, 2) core side glued to the end plates with the grid drawn on the crust, 3) core side
glued to the end plates with the grid drawn on the core, and 4) the cmst side glued to the
end plates with the grid drawn on the crust The specimens in al1 orientations were

subjected to a 10% strain level. The arnount of replicates for each orientation and strain
level ranged from 5 to 10 and testing was fuUy randomized.

4.3.3 Experimental Work

4.3.3.1 Cmst Removal
Perfonned as described in Section 4.3.2.1

4.3.3.2 Specimen Preparation

Performed as described in Section 4.3.2.2.

The thickness of the specimens was

dependent upon their fry time, and was measured with a set of digital calipers. For each
fry time 25 specimens were used to generate the values of average thickness. Single

notches (Le. cracks) cut into the side of the specimens were used in order to obtain fracture
toughness values (Figure 2). The notch lengths (Le. cracks) cut into the specimens were
either 0,2,4,6, or 8 mm.

FIGURE 2. DIMENSIONS OF FRIED POTATO CRUST SPECIMENS USED IN
TENSD.dE TEST (Note c= crack length experimentally cut
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4-3.3.3 Testing of Specimens

Specimens were subjected to tensile forces on a Lloyd LIOOO universal testing
machine equipped with a 20 N load ce11 (Lloyd Instruments Ltd, Fareham, England). A
crosshead speed of lmm min-' was used for testing. Al1 testing was performed at room
temperature.
The specimens were attached to the aluminum end plates with cyanoacrylate
adhesive and allowed to set for 1 minute before testing was performed. Load-deformation
curves were recorded,
The effect of gluing orientation was examined by gluing the specimens to the end
plates with either the core side or the cmst side. For each fry time used, there were five
notches of different Iengths (i.e. crack lengths) cut into the specirnen. Therefore five crack
lengths were associated with the fried potato specimens. Each fry time with a specific
crack length was replicated five times in completely random order. Therefore there were
125 load-deformation curves generated.

4.3.3.4 Light Microscopy

Light microscopy was performed on the fned potato specimens in order to
qualitatively study the structure of the fried potato cmst and see the effect of frying time on
its structure. Also, light rnicroscopy was also used to qualitatively deduce a value for
Poisson's ratio of the fiied potato cmst.

Potatoes were processeci with the protocol

previously stated (Section 4.3.1.1). Only the 1, 2, and 7 minute fry times were examined
rnicroscopically. Also, light rnicroscopy was used to qualitatively examine the structure of

cork. This was done because the qualitative deduction of a value for the Poisson's ratio of
fned potato crust involved cornparison of the structure of fried potato crust and cork,
which is d s o a cellular material with closed cells (Rosa and Fortes, 1988).
The preparation of the fned potato tissues and cork tissue involved fixation,
dehydration, and resin embedding. These steps were carried out in capped glass vials at
room temperature, unless otherwise stated.
The fried potato and cork issue samples were fixed in 3% glutaraldehyde (Sigma
Chemicals, St. Louis, MO) in 0.025 M potassium phosphate (Sigma Chemicals, St. Louis,

MO) buffer, pH 6.8 for 6 hours, then overnight at 4 C. They were washed several (3-4)
times with 0.025 M potassium phosphate buffer, pH 6.8, and postfixed in 2% osmium
tetroxide (Sigma Chemicals, St. Louis, MO) in 0.025 M potassium phosphate buffer, pH
6.8 for 4 hours. The fried potato and cork tissue sarnples were then washed with distilled
deionized water three times for 20 minutes each tirne.

After fixation in glutaraldehyde/osmium tetroxide, fried potato tissue samples were
passed through a graded series of aqueous ethano1 solutions (Sigma Chemicals, St. Louis,

MO) 30%, 50%, 70%, 90%, 95% for 20 minutes each, followed by 3 passes in 100% (nonaqueous) ethanol for 10 minutes eachThe dehydrated fned potato and cork tissue sarnples were then transferred stepwise from 100% ethanol to propylene oxide, a reagent which facilitates infiltration of the
tissue by Spun's resin (Marivac Chemicals, Halifax, NS). The dehydrated fried potato and
cork tissue samples were fust passed through a series of solution containing increasing
proportions of 100% propylene oxide (Sigma Chemicals, St. Louis, MO) to 100% ethanol.

The series was:
100%Propylene oxide: 100%Ethanol

1:3 - 30 minutes
1:l - 30 minutes

3: 1 - 30 minutes
100% propylene oxide - 3 times for 30 minutes.

The fried potato and cork tissue samples were then passed through a series of
solutions containing increasing proportions of Spurr's resin:
Spurr's resin: 100%Propylene oxide.

l:3 - 1 hour
1:I -4hours

3: 1 - overnight
100% Spurr's - overnight for fried potato cmst and over a week for the cork while being

continuously rotated (3 changes of Spurr's resin). It should be noted the cork was left to
infiltrate over a long period due to its highly suberized cells, thus penetration of the plastic
resin took longer.
The samples were then poured into 44 mm diameter aluminum weighing dishes
(Fisher, Edmonton, AB), and the samples were distributed evenly in the bottom of the dish
using a single-hair brush. These dishes were placed in an oven (Herhalser Kauptstabe 219
A-1 171 Wien, Austria) at 70 C and left overnight to polymerize, resulting in a hard plastic

disc containing the embedded fned potato and cork tissue sarnples.

The discs were removed from the aluminium dishes, and the embedded fried potato
and cork tissue samples were cut from the plastic discs with a small hand saw. The
ernbedded fried potato tissue samples were then mounted ont0 Spurr capsules with 5minute epoxy resin (Lapage, Brampton, ON).
Prior to sectioning, the mounted samples were aimmed by hand with a razor blade
such that the capsule had a trapezoidal face. The fried potato and cork tissue sections were
cut on a Porter-Blum J I 3 4 microtome (Hartford, CT) with a g l a s knife; 2 Fm sections
seemed to be the ideal thickness. Sections were cut five at a time with a wet knife. It must
be noted that for the fried potato crust specimens, the orientation of the crust plane to the

microtome blade was such that it produced sections of the orientation the sarne as if one
had a microscope looking at the crust while performing the tensile test. With respect to the
cork specimens, radial, axial and tangential sections were taken relative to the longitudinal
axis of the cork. The orientation of the tangential section of cork was of the sarne
orientation as if m e had a microscope looking at the cork if it was being subjected to a
tensile test. AI1 of the sections were transferred frorn the surface of the water in the wet
knife to a drop of distilled, deionized water on a gelatin-coated g l a s slide. The slides were
dried on a hot plate (at 65 C ) under xylene vapour.

Crystal violet stain (Sigma Chemicals, S t Louis, MO) was used to outline basic
morphology of the fried potato and cork tissue samples. The crystal violet stain is a basic.
cationic dye which binds to acidic groups (Pease, 1964). Crystal violet stain was made by
dissolving 2 g crystal violet in 20 mL ethanol and mixing with 0.8 g ammonium oxalate
(Sigma Chernicals, St. Louis, MO) dissolved in distilled water (Gerhardt et al., 1981). The

stain was filtered twice through Whatman #1 filter paper (Fisher, Edmonton, AB) and
dispensed ont0 slide-mounted sections through a 0.45 pm filter. Specimens were stained
for 45 seconds on a slide warmer at 65 C, and rinsed under running distilled water to
remove excess stain, Slides were dried with a stream of filtered air, and mounted in 70%
sucrose. The cytoplasm stains violet; good contrast is provided.
Al1 sections were viewed on a Nikon Optiphot (Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo, Japan)
compound light microscope. BIack and white photographs were produced on Kodak
TMAX film,and printed on Kodak glossy photographic paper.

4.4 RESLJLTS AND DISCUSSION
4.4.1 Preliminary Work

The prelirninary work was performed on the Ottawa Texture Measuring System
(OTMS) with a crosshead speed of 22mm min".

The original load-deformation curves

were used to generate values for the fracture stress, fracture strain, and elastic modulus of
the crusts of the potato slabs fried for 1, 2, and 10 minutes. These values were calculated

on the basis of engineering stress and engineering strain. Engineering stress (00) refers to
the measured load divided by the cross-sectional area of the specimen which is

perpendicular to the applied load.

Engineering strain

(a)refers

to the measured

deformation divided by the original gauge Iength of the specimen. The average (& standard
deviation) for the thickness of the 1, 2, and 10 minute fry times were 0.85 (0.213), 1-1 1
(0.311), and 1.95(0.441) mm, respectively. The thickness of the cmst increased with
increased fkying time. This fact is corroborated by the work of Dupont et al. (1992) and
78

Rice and Garnble (1989) in which it was stated that the growth of the crust corresponds
with a major increase in oil content resulting from increased exposure to the frying
medium.

4.4.1.1 Determination of Mechanical Properties
4.4.1.1.1

Determination of Fracture Stress, Fracture Strain, and Elastic Modulus

The fracture stress and fracture s ~ a i nvalues were taken from the point of the load-

deformation curve where fracture was observeci to occur. The elastic modulus values were
obtained from the foad-deformation curves from the initial linear elastic region, which was
on average in the 1-5% strain level. The frst three rows of Table 1 show these values. It
was obsewed that as frying time increased the fracture stress appears to have increased
although the results to not conclusively indicate this. The elastic modulus of the crust
increased while the fracture strain decreased as fry time increased.
Dupont et al. (1992) indicated that in their experiments as frying time increased the
elastic modulus and fracture stress increased, while the deformation at fracture decreased.
Dupont et al. (1992) obtained the elastic modulus values using a three point bending test of
whole french fries. French fnes with a frying time of 2 and 7 minutes had elastic modulus
values of 0.740 and 3.2

respectively. Dupont et al. (1992) obtained the fracture

stress values using the Charpy pendulum test method. The fracture stress values of the 2
minute and 7 minute fried french fnes were 44.2 and 142.6 kNmmZ,respectively. The
values of fracture stress having a greater magnitude than the values for elastic modulus are
most unusual (Atkins, 1987) and are probably due to the empincal test method used to

generate these values. This perplexing situation further signifies the need for standardized
mechanical tests with a fundamental basis for obtaining texture measurements. The values
of deformation at fracture obtained by Dupont et al- (1992) are not strain values and a

direct cornparison to the author's experimental fracture strain values is not applicable.
Atkins (1987) stated that the fracture stress and the elastic modulus of biological
materials nonnally increase with decreasing moisture content. This fact is in accordance
with the author's results and Dupont et al.3 (1992) results of elastic modulus values and
fracture stress values. Also, Atkins (1987) noted that fracture is more readily achieved at
lower moisture contents. This fact agrees with this author's experirnental results and
Dupont et al.'s (1992) fmdings of deformation at fracture being lower for potato specimens
fried for longer fry times.

TABLE 1.

EFFECT OF FRYING TIME ON THE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF THE
CRUST OF A FRIED POTATO SLAB (n = 10)
Fry Time
(minutes)
1

Fracture Stress
(mm-2)

116.02 i 58.27

Elastic Modulus

Fracture Strain

+

0.075f 0.0167

1.182 0.741

testing speed was 22 mm min-'

4.4.1.1.2

Contribution of the Crust and Core to the Elastic Modulus

The effect of core remaining on the crust was examined. In order to treat the french
fry as a tnie composite material the c r u t should have mechanical properties independent

of the core material and correspondingly the core should have mechanical properties
independent of the cnist. In order to detemine the contribution of the cmt and core to the
elastic modulus, one minute and two minute fiied potato slabs were sliced to the thickness
of the c r u t of a IO minute fiied potato slab with the aim that there would be core
remaining on the specimen. The results are shown in Table 1. This experirnental
treatment is indicated by 1-2, 1-10,240 fiy time denotation; 1-2 implies that a potato slab

fiied for 1 minute was sliced to the thickness of the c r u t of a potato slab fiied for 2

minutes, therefore extra core would be present on the cmst There is no difference
between the elastic modulus values for the 1 minute, and both the 1-2 minute and 1-10
minute specimens. Additionally, there is no difference between the elastic modulus values
of the 2 minute and the 2-10 minute specimens. From these results (Table 1) it was
deterrnined that there was no effect of the core on the elastic modulus of the crust.

4.4,1,1.3

Deterrnination of the Structural Orientation of the Fried Potato Crust

The structural orientation of the cmst of the two minute fried potato slabs was
examined. Specimens of cmst were taken from laterally and longitudinally cut sections of
the fned potato. From examination of the values of the elastic modulus it was detennined
that the cmst was isotropic (Table 2). The elastic modulus values of the adjacent lateral
and adjacent longitudinal specirnens are very close, 1.49 and 1.54

respectively.

Also, the elastic modulus values of the opposite lateral and opposite longitudinal
specimens are sirnilar in magnitude as well, 1.32 and 1.87 MNma2,respectively. This
finding of isotropicity of the fried potato crust was supported by the work of Khan and
Vincent (1993) in which it was stated that potato parenchyma is isotropic with no cellular
orientation, but disagrees with the findings of Pang and Scanlon (1996).

TABLE 2.

THE EFFECT OF LATERAL AND LONGITIiDINGL ORIlCNTATION O N THE
ELASTIC MODULUS OF THE CRUST OF A 2 MBWIE FRIED POTATO SLAB
(n = 10)
Type of Section

Elastic Modulus

(mm-2)
___

...... ._._
._
....

_____.
.._._.__

_,_

__ ........ .......__
.....-...-...

*

..

_.._
...... _...__

Adjacent Lateral
Adjacent Longitudinal
Opposite
Lateral
Opposite
Longitudinal

4.4.1.1.4

.~~~....--..--.~...--....
-..---

1.49 f 0.767
1-54 f 0.983
1-32f 0.528

+

1.87 0.713

Poisson's Ratio

An attempt was made to obtain the value of the Poisson's ratio for the c r u t of the 2
minute fned potato slab. From Table 3, it can be seen that gluing orientation affects the
Poisson's ratio. It was hypothesized that there was an uneven stress distribution that was
caused by the manner in which the specimens were glued The gluing orientation may
have caused the applied load to be concentrated on the side of the specimen that was glued
to the end plate. It was stated by Beer and Johnston (1992) that the elements in the

irnmediate vicinity of the points of application of loads are subjected to very large stresses,
while other elements external to the area of loading are unaf5ected. If an applied load is
eveniy distributed, the specirnen will deform and remain straight without rotating. The

hypothesis of an uneven stress distribution was verified in this author's experirnents by the
observation of bending or curving of the specimens towards the side of the specimen that

was glued. In other words, upon looking at the specimen in tension, instead of viewing a
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flat face, a curved (or U shaped) surface was seen. The effect of this uneven stress

distribution on the Poisson's ratio was two-fold. With the uneven stress distribution d l
elements would not deform in the same manner and the strain distribution would not be
uniform and the measured Poisson's ratio would not reflect the true material properties of
the crust. Also, the curving of the specimen would cause a distortion of the dimensions of
the grid being measured with the travelling microscope and this tw would result in

inaccurate measurement of the Poisson's ratioNevertheless, it was established that there was an inherent error made by the
experimenter in using inappropriate testing equipment. Ideally the specimens should have
been clarnped to the end plates eliminating the uneven stress distribution incurred upon
gluing. Clarnping the specimens to the end plates was investigated. However the nature of
the crust made it impossible to clamp the specimen without cutting into the sample and

ruining it prior to testing. Therefore qualitative assessment of the Poisson's ratio was
attempted due to inconclusive quantitative results. Microscopy was performed on the 1, 2
and 7 minute fned potato slabs.

TABLE 3.

TEE EFFECT OF GLUING ORIENTATION O N THE POISSON'S RATIO OF
THE CRUST OF A 2 MINUTE FRIED POTATO SLAB

a

Gluing Orientation

10 % Strain Level

C r u t glued-core rneasured

1.189 k 1.467"

Core glued-crut measured

0.552

C m t gIued-clUSt measured

1.125 +0.391b

Core glued-core rneasured

0.826 f 0.298~

-

+ O. 185"

sample size (n) = 8

b n = i ~
"n=6
dn=5

Reeve and Neel (1960)investigated the rnicroscopic structure of potato chips and
stated that the rnicroscopic structure of french fies is very similar to that of potato chips.

The microscopic appearance of a french fned potato is such that the cells are shrunken and

the cellulosic walls are wrinkled and convoluted around the dried starch ce11 content. The
cell walls are not ruptured upon deepfat frying (Reeve and Neel, 1960).
By viewing the photomicrographs of the 1, 2, and 7 minute fried potato cmts in

Figures 3, 4, and 5, respectively, it was observed that as the frying time increased the

degree of dehydration increased and the oil content increased. This c m be seen in the
photornicrographs where the 7 minute fned potato c r u t has a greater amount of black and

gray areas compared to the 1 and 2 minute fried potato cnists. This can be explained by
the fact that osmium textroxide stains lipid black (Reeve and Neel, 1960).
It was noted that the cells of the cmst had a hexagonal appearance. Interestingly,
the microstructure of the cells in the cmst was very similar to the microstructure of cork.
In the literature cork has been described as a cellular rnaterial widi closed hexagonal cells
(Rosa and Fortes, 1988). Therefore it was hypothesized that the crust of the fned potato
matenal was similar to that of cork. Fortes and Nogueira (1989) presented a scanning
microscope image of a tangential section of cork.

Likewise, Figure 6 shows a

photornicrograph of cork of a tangential section of cork taken as a section perpendicular to
the radial direction of cork. Both of these images show a structure very similar to that of
the fried potato crust. It was stated that compression or tension in both the axial or

tangential direction (Le. the non-radial direction) gives a Poisson's ratio of 0.5 for cork
(Gibson et al., 1981; Rosa and Fortes, 1988). It was therefore surmisecl that the Poisson's
ratio of the fried potato cmst, when subjected to tension as in the authors' experiments,
would have a value of 0.5. It is acknowledged that this deduction rnay not be entirely
accurate in that fried potato crust and cork are composed of differeni matenals, and
therefore differ in molecular structure. However, at an intermediate level, Le., cellular
level, the similarities between the cork and potato cells may warrant such a qualitative
deduction.

FIGURE 3.

PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF A SECTION OF A 1 MINUTE F R E D
POTATO CRUST (MAG 214.5X)

FIGURE4

PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF A SECTION OF A 2 h4lNUTE FRlED
POTATO CRUST (MAG 214.5X)

FIGURES.

PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF A SECTION OF A 7 MINUTE FRED
POTATO CRUST (MAG 214.5X)

FIGURE 6.

PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF A TANGENTIAL SECTION OF CORK
(MAG 214.5X)

4.4.2 Determination of the Mechanical Properties of the Fried Potato Cmst
4.4.2.1 Stress-Strain Response

The main expenmental work was perfoxmed on the Lloyd Instrument which
employed a crosshead speed of lmm min-'. The original load-deformation curves were
converted into engineering stress-main curves (see above). Both the stress and the strain
were measured from points remote from the experimentally imposed crack (Le. the notch
cut into the sample) which the subscript O indicates (4.4.2.3) and are therefore calculable
from the load-deformation curves (Andrews and Billington, 1976; Fahloul and Scanlon,
1996). Figure 7 is the mean (n = 5 for d l fry tirnes) stress-strain curve for all fry times
without any cracks cut into the specimens (i-e, c d for al1 of the curves). The mean stressstrain curve for the specimens containing crackshotches cut to different lengths for each
fry time are shown in Figures 8 to 12. Error bars have been calculated with a 95%

confidence interval (n = 5). The error bars are for the c = O curve at increments of 0.5%
strain.

The error bars for curves with cracks in them were considerabIy smaller.

It

should be noted that each curve was terminateci when the crack was obsemed to propagate.
Additionally, it should be stated that the previous figures (8-12) are not plotted on the same
scale to prevent limiting the representation of the data for longer fry times to a small
region. Also, the mechanical parameters of fracture stress, fracture strain and elastic
modulus were obtained from the stress-strain curves of each individual potato cmst fried
for varying times with no experimental cracks (Le. c = O). It should be noted that the
average thickness (

+ standard deviation) of the 1 minute, 2 minute, 4 minute, 7 minute,

and 10 minute fry times were 0.73 (0.18), 1-04(0.26), 1.3 1 (0.35),1.65 (0.45), 1.99 (0.48)
mm,respectively.

FIGURE 7. MEAN (n = 5)STRESS-STRAIN CURVES FOR ALL FRY TIMES
WITHOUTANY EXPERIMENTAL CRACK LENGTHS CUT INTO THE

SPECIMENS

Stress ( ~ m " )

FIGURE 8.

THE MEAN (n = 5) STRESS-STRAIN CURVES FOR 1 MINUTE FFUED
POTATO CRUST SPECIMENS OF DFFERENT CRACK LENGTHS
Error bars for curve c = O indicate 95% confidence interval.

Stress ( ~ r n ~ )

FIGURE 9.

THE MEAN (n = 5) STRESS-STRAlN CURVES FOR 2 W U T E FRIED
POTATO CRUST SPECIMENS OF DIFFERENT CRACK LENGTHS
Error bars for curve c = O indicate 95% confidence interval.

Stress ( ~ m ' * )

FIGURE 10. THE MEAN (n = 5) STRESS-STRAIN CURVES FOR 4 MINUTE FRIED
POTATO CRUST SPECIMENS OF DIFFERENT CRACK LENGTHS
Error bars for curve c = O indicate 95%confidence interval.

Stress ( ~ m " )

FIGURE 1 1. THE MEAN (n = 5 ) STRESS-STRAIN CURVES FOR 7 MINUTE FRIED
POTATO CRUST SPECTMENS OF DIFFERENT CRACK LENGTHS
Error bars for curve c = O indicate 95% confidence intervai.

Stress (Nm")

FIGURE 12. THE MEAN (n = 5 ) STRESS-SIXAIN CURVES FOR 10 MINUTE
FRIED POTATO CRUST SPECIMENS OF DIFFERENT CRACK
LENGTHS Error bars for curve c = O indicate 95%confidence interval,

Stress ( ~ r n ' ~ )

4.4.2.2 Determination of Fracture Stress, Fracture Strain and Elastic Modulus

The fracture stress and fracture strain values were taken from the point on each of
the stress-strains curve where fracture was observed to occur. The elastic modulus values
were obtained from each of the stress-strain curves from the initial linear elastic region,
which was on average in the 1-4% strain level. Table 4 shows these values. Just as it was
observed in the preliminary experiments, as frying time increased the elastic modulus of
the cmst increased. The fracture strain generally decreased as fry time increased. niese
results were anticipated by the author and are supported by the work of Dupont et al.
(1992). A result unexpected by the author was the similarity in the magnitude of the

results in Tables 1 and 4. The author expected a strain rate effect to be present and the
values of Table 1 to be higher than the values of Table 4. Previous work performed by the
author on a 3% agar gel indicated that strain rate significantly affects the mechanical
properties of a viscoelastic material (Chapter 3). For a viscoelastic material, as the strain
rate increases the elastic modulus increases in magnitude. The greater forces generated at
higher deformation rates can be explained by slower strain rates allowing for relaxation and
flow of the viscoelastic material (Munoz et al., 1986). The fact that strain rate did not affect

the mechanical properties of fried potato crust indicates that it may not be a viscoelastic
material, rather an elasto-plastic material.

EFFECT OF FRYING TIME ON THE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
OF THE CRUST OF FRIED POTATO (n = 5)
-

Fry Time
(minu
tes)
- ___---

Fracture Stress

-

.-

Elastic Modulus
(MN~-*)
1-41 -t 0.564
2.67 10.534
2.00 -+. 0.88 1
3.32 t0.8 12
4?ûû% 0.746 -

(~~$1

-

1
97.1 & 26.74
2
103.4 k 10.95
4
80.6 k 17.02
7
94.2 -t 10.83
10
l@.O & 11-63
testing speed was lmrn min-'

~ract$e Strain
- - - --0.0790 I0.0176
0.0457 0,015 1
0.04-19 k 0.0105
0.0293 k 0.008
0.0331 t 0.001 - -

+

4.4.2.3 Generalized Fracture Mechanics Theory

The generalized fracture mechanics theory (Andrews, 1974) gives the following
equation for fracture propagation from an edge crack in a tensile specimen:

T = kl(Eo)cWoc

(1)

Where: T is the critical apparent energy release rate or "surface work"; k1 is a
dirnensionless function of sfrain, a , measured at points remote from the crack; c is crack
length; and Wo, is the input energy density (Wo) when crack propagation occurs (Fahloul
and Scanlon, 1996). As stated by Fahloul and Scanlon (1996) both Wo and

are defined

by the intersection of a given stress with the stress-strain curve of the uncracked specirnen

(c = O). Therefore the function kl can be determined as a function of the input energy
density (Wo) or k~ c m be evaluated as a function of strain (Fahloul and Scanlon, 1996).
This can be seen in Figure 13. Just as Fahloul and Scanlon (1996) determined the function

kl as a function of the input energy density (Wo) for their study, kl was determined in the
same manner for this study. The input energy density (Wo) is associateci with the
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uncracked specimen. Figure 13 schematically shows the difference between the input
energy density per unit volume (dUN) of the uncracked specimen and the cracked
specimen at a given stress or (input energy density) value. Upon evaluation of ki(Wo), the
critical energy release rate may be obtained from the value Wo, where crack propagation
occurs (Andrews and Bhatty, 1982; Fahiou1 and Scanlon, 1996).

FIGURE 13. SCHEMATK DIAGRAM OF INPUT ENERGY DIFFERENCE (du)
AND THE INPUT ENERGY DENSITY (Wo) AT A CONSTANT STRESS
VALUE

Stress (Nm")

4.4.2.3.1 Evaluation of the Function kr(Wo)

The total energy change in the system due to the propagation of a crack is described
by the following equation

Where: U is the total input energy into the specimen to propagate a crack at a constant
stress and A is the crack area. nie negative sign is used in the equation because the du is
referred to a specimen without a crack (& = O) so that it denotes the energy available
within the normal specirnen to create a crack or a unit of new crack area. Since dA =
Zh(dc), where h is the initial specimen thickness (2) can be expressed as:

A plot of -dU/dc against c should be linear for a specific Wo to give a senes of straight

lines extending through the origin with a slope of Zhkl(W0)Wo . In order to obtain such a
plot, values of d u and Wo were obtained from the stress strain curve for each of the 1,2,4,
7, and 10 minute fried potato cmsts, at different stresses (with a comsponding Wo

associateci with the stress). Values of du and Wo for the 1 minute f ~ e crust
d
were obtained
by taking stresses between 3.9 46.6-2in increments of 3.9 kNmm2.Values of d u and Wo for
the 2 minute fried crust were obtained by taking stresses between 4.8 to 57.9 kNnf2 in

increments of 4.8

Values of d u and Wo for the 4 minute fried crust were obtained

by taking stresses between 2.3 to 27.6 k ~ m "in increments of 2.3

Values of d u

and Wo for the 7 minute fried cmst were obtained by taking stresses between 3.8 to 46.6
Il4

kNmm2in increments of 3.8 k ~ r n - ~Values
.
of du and Wo for the 10 minute fried m s t
were obtained by taking stresses between 3.7 to 44.6 mm-' in increments of 3.7
By using the trapezoidal numerical method for al1 of the crusts with different fry times,
values of d u and Wo could be calculated (Press et al., 1986). Figures 14 through 18 show
these plots. For clarity only five of the twelve input energy densities have been shown. It
can be observed that, for ail fry times, good Linearity is apparent at larger energy densities.
This may be due to the simple fact that at larger energy densities fewer expenmentd points
were obtained because specirnens with longer cracks had already fractured.
The function ki(Wo) had different properties for different fry times. These plots can be
seen in Figures 19 - 23. For the 4, 7, and 10 minute fried potato cmsts, a polynornial fit
(order of 3) with a y-intercept of r (numencaiiy, 3.14159) adequately characterized the
function kl(Wo). For the 1 and 2 minute fried potato crusts, a polynomial fit (order of 2)
with y-intercepts of 15-56 and 1% 12, respectively characterized the function kl(W0). The
y-intercept was unforced for the 1 and 2 minute fned potato crusts and forced through x for
the 4,7, and 10 minute frkd potato crusts because this treatment allowed for Lines with the
best I? values to be generated. It should be noted that for each fry time 4 combinations of
polynomial fits were investigated. These fits involved: a polynomial fit (order of 2) with
an unforced y-intercept, a polynomial fit (order of 2) with a y-intercept forced to x, a
polynomial fit (order of 3) with an unforced y-intercept, and a polynornial fit (order of 3)
with a y-intercept forced to x. Therefore it was believed the treatment of characteridng the
data with the polynomial equation with the best

3

value was the most suitable for

analyzing the data. And such, when considering the 4,7, and 10 minute fned potato cmsts,

the function kl(Wo) tended towards the classical plane stress conditions value of x as Wo
approached a value of zero (Andrews and Billington, 1976; Fahloul and Scanlon, 1996;
Griffith, 1921). In the intermediate region the material is in the elasto-plastic region, and
when function ki(Wo) plateaus or becomes constant at greater input energy density, the

rnateiial is in the plastic region (Andrews and Billington, 1976; Fahloul and Scanlon,
1996). An essentialIy constant value for kl at greater input energy densities was observed
for ali fry times except for the 4 minute fried potato crust. The function of kl(W0) for the 4
minute fried potato crust had negative values at some input energy densities and was
viewed as an anomaly.

.

FIGURE 14. TOTAL INPUT ENERGY CHANGE PER UNIT OF CRACK
EXTENSION AS A FUNCTION OF CRACK LENGTH (c) AT
DIFFERENT ENERGY DENSITY UVELS FOR 1 hdlNJTE FFUED
POTATO CRUST
= 1117.4, A = 254.1,
= 178.3, - = 144.3, =62.2
(J m-3)

FIGURE 15. TOTAL INPUT ENERGY CHANGE PER UNIT OF CRACK
EXTENSION AS A FUNCTION OF CRACK LENGTH (c) AT
DIFFERENT ENERGY DENSITY LEVELS FOR 2 MINUTE FRIED
POTATO CRUST W = 1668.0, A = 704.6,
= 561.5, - = 236.9, =
1O 1.5 (J ma3)

FIGURE 16. TOTAL INPUT ENERGY CHANGE PER UNIT OF CRACK
EXTENSION AS A FUNCTION OF CRACK LENGTH (c) AT
DFFERENT ENERGY DENSITY LEVELS FOR 4 MINUTE FRIED
POTATO CRUST H = 146.1, A = 103.4, = 85.3,- = 56.1, = 44.4
(J m-3)

+

FIGURE 17. TOTAL INPUT ENERGY CHANGE PER UNIT OF CRACK
EXTENSION AS A FUNCTION OF CRACK LENGTH (c) AT
DIFFERENT ENERGY DENSITY LEVELS FOR 7 MINUTE FRIED
POTATO CRUST. =325.1, A = 231.6,
= 149.9, - = 21.9, = 9.6
(J m-3)

+

FIGURE 18. TOTAL INPUT ENERGY CHANGE PER UNIT OF CRACK
EXTENSION AS A FUNCTION OF CRACK LENGTH (c) AT
DIFFERENT ENERGY DENSlTY LEVELS FOR 10 MINUTE FRIED
POTATO CRUST. = 174.0, A = 115.3,
= 51.6, -= 36.2, = 13.7
m-3)

«

FIGURE 19. THE DEPENDENCE OF THE FUNCTION k1 ON THE INPUT ENERGY
DENSITY (Wo) FOR 1 MINUTE FRlED POTATO CRUST

I
o
O

I

-'

FIGURE 20. THE DEPENDENCE OF THE FUNCTION kiON THE M'UT ENERGY
DENSITY (Wo) FOR 2 MINUTE FRIED POTATO CRUST

FIGURE 21. THE DEPENDENCE OF THE FUNCTION ki ON THE INPUT
ENERGY DENSITY (Wo) FOR 4 MINUTE FRIED POTATO CRUST

FIGURE 22. THE DEPENDENCE OF THE FUNCTION kl ON THE INPUT ENERGY
DENSITY (Wo) FOR 7 MINUTE FRIED POTATO CRUST

FIGURE 23. THE DEPENDENCE OF THE FLTNCTION ki ON THE N ' U T ENERGY
DENSITY (Wo) FOR 10 MINUTE FRIED POTATO CRUST

4.4.2.3.2

Cntical Energy Release Rate and Fracture Toughness

After determining kl(Wo), it was a simple matter to compute the critical energy
release rate (T). At the point where crack propagation or fracture occurs, the input energy
density, Wo, will equal the cntical input energy density, Woc, for that specimen. For a
perfectly elastic material, the critical apparent energy release rate, T,equals the fracture
toughness (Andrews, 1974). The stress-strain curves, (Figures 8-12) for the cmst of fned
potatoes are quite linear, thereby indicating elasticity (Vincent, 1990). However, raw
potatoes display markedly inelastic properties (Fahloul and Scanlon, 1996; Holt and
Schoorl, 1983; Pang and Scanlon, 1996; Timbers et al., 1966). The stress-strain curve for
a raw potato specimen has been given by Fahloul and Scanlon (1996). By viewing this
curve, it c m be stated that it is notably more curved or non-linear than the stress-strain
curve for fried potato cnist. Equation 1 was rearranged to plot ki(Woe) Woc versus c-'. A
plot of ki(Wk) Woc against C-' will give a straight Line with a slope equal to the critical
energy release rate providing T is constant and independent of c and Wo (Andrews and
Bhatty, 1982). This was performed for each of the fry times and is shown in Figures 2428. The cntical energy release rate for fned potato crusts was thought to be equal to the
fracture toughness seeing that the stress-strain curves for fned potato crusts were
remarkably linear and therefore liale or none of the input energy was lost by hysteresis.
The fracture toughness values of the fried potato crusts determined in this way are given in
the second column of Table 5.

FIGURE 24. THE PLOT OF ki(Woc)WocVS THE RECIPROCAL OF CRACK
LENGTH (c) FOR 1 MINUTE FRIED POTATO CRUST

FIGURE 25.

THE PLOT OF ki(Woc)Woc VS THE RECIPROCAL OF CRACK
LENGTH

(c)

FOR

2

MINUTE

FRIED

POTATO

CRUST

FIGURE 26. THE PLOT OF ki(WK)WocVS THE RECIPROCAL OF CRACK
LENGTH (c) FOR 4 MINUTE FRIED POTATO CRUST

FIGURE 27. THE PLOT OF kt(Woc)WocVS THE RECIPROCAL OF CRACK
LENGTH (c) FOR 7 MINUTE FWED POTATO CRUST

FIGURE28. THE PLOT OF kl(Woc)Woc VS THE RECIPROCAL OF CRACK
LENGTH (c) FOR 10 MINUTE FRIED POTATO CRUST

TABLE 5.
COMPARISON OF TEE FRACTURE TOUGEKWSS OF FRlED POTATO CRUST
USING DLFFE;RENT METHODS OF EVALUATION
Fry Time
(minutes)
1 minute
2 minute
4 minute
7 minute
10 minute

Fracture Toughness
(J m-2)
Generalized Fracture
39.26
49.96
29.29
35.28

2 1.29

Brittie Fracture
1.47
1.16
1 .O6
1.O3
0.68

4.4.2.4 Evaluation of Fracture Toughness Assuming Brittle Fracture

An alternative method of determining fracture toughness was investigated. This
method was modeled after the work perfomed by Vincent (1982) in which brittle fracture

was assumed. The fracture toughness for a bnttle material is given by the following
equation which assumes the state of strain at the crack being that of plane strain.

Where: T is the fracture toughness, K, is the stress intensity factor in the critical case, v is
Poisson's ratio, and E is the elastic modulus.

The stress intensity factor in the critical case can be related to the strength in the
critical case (oc)of a material by:

Where c is crack length and Fdw is a function that relates the crack length (c) present in a
specimen to the width (w) of the specirnen (Vincent, 1982). The determination of Fdwis
given in the following equation (Vincent, 1982):

By plotting the square of the fracture stress or the strength in the critical case (0:)
of a material against the reciprocal of crack length multiplied by the reciprocal of Fdw

squared, a straight Line is generated (Vincent, 1982). The slope of the Line is

&22x

by

which the stress intensity factor (&) can be readily calculated. This was done for the

average fracture stress values of their componding crack lengths for al1 fry times.
Figures 29-33 show these plots.

FIGURE 29. THE PLOT OF STRENGTH~vs ~ / c FOR
F ~ 1MINUTE FRIED POTATO
CRUST

FIGURE 30. THE PLOT OF STRENGTH*VS l / c ~ FOR
*
2 MINUTE FRIED POTATO
CRUST

FIGURE 3 1. THE PLOT OF STRENGTH~VS I / C F FOR
~
4 MINUTE FRIED POTATO
CRUST

FIGURE 32. THE PLOT OF STRENGTH* vs I/CF~
FOR 7 ~ U T FRIED
E
POTATO
CRUST

FIGURE 33. THE PLOT OF STRENGTH~vs I / C FFOR
~
IO MINUTEFEUED
POTATOCRUST

Since the elastic moduli of the fried potato crusts were experimentally obtained and the
Poisson's ratio of the fried potato crusts was qualitatively evaluated, the fracture toughness
values of potato crusts fried for varying times could be obtained from Equation 4. These
values are given in the third column of Table 5. The fracture toughness values for both
methods show similar trends.

As fry time increased, the fracture toughness values

decreased. It has been noted that at longer frying times, more dehydration occurs (Saguy
and Pinthus, 1995). Dobraszczyk (1994) stated that an increase in moisture content
increases the energy required for fracture. Khan and Vincent (1993) atûîbuted the higher
fracture toughness values of potatoes compared to apples, in part, to the lower porosity
exhibited by the potato. The high volume fraction of cell wall material and high adhesion
of potato parenchyma requires higher forces to crack than apple and requires more energy
to propagate a crack through it (Khan and Vincent, 1993). It has been stated that, in
general, as frying time increases porosity of the food increases (Saguy and Pinthus, 1995).
Thus, the potato crusts fried for a longer time would be more porous and have lower
fracture toughness values. Interestingly, the brittle fracture approach yielded, on average,
fracture toughness values 30 times lower than the generalized fracture mechanics
approach. This may indicate that the fried potato crust was not completely brittle and that
some plastic deformation remote from the crack surfaces had occurred. The previous
assumption of perfect elasticity for the crust of a fned potato does not appear to be entirely
valid. Since the fried potato crust may exhibit some inelastic nature, energy may be
expended in initiating crack growth in addition to the fracture toughness (Wecharatana and
Shah, 1983). The large difference between the fracture toughness values may be due in
part to using an equation for brittle fracture (equation 4) that assumes the most severe case
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of plane strain at the crack tip. Also, the difference between fracture toughness values
obtained from the generalized fracture mechanics approach and the brittie fracture method
may be in part due to an error in using a value of 0.5 for the Poisson's ratio. However
considering the french fry cmst may have had a Poisson's ratio with a value of O (the most
extreme value compared to OS), the fracture toughness values from the brïttle method
wouId only increase by 33%.

Therefore the Poisson's ratio can not be the only

contributing factor to this difference in fracture toughness values
Work perfonned by Dobraszczyk (1994) indicates that there is a cntical size of the
specimen which defines a charactenstic dimension at which a transition from brittle
fracture to ductile fracture will occur. Below this size, the method of fracture is ductile.
The critical specimen size at which a transition from brittle to ductile M u r e occurs is

given by the following equation:

bL
= ~ET/CC

(7)

Where: h,[ is the critical specimen size (in terms of thickness) where the transition from
brittle failure to ductile failure occurs, cc is the test geornetry factor assumed to be equal
to one, E is the elastic modulus, T is the fracture toughness and ocis the fracture stress.
Experimental values of E, oc,T (for both the generalized fracture mechanics approach
and the bnttle fracture approach) for al1 fry times were substituted into equation 7 and
generaily gave critical specimen sizes above (generalized fracture mechanics
approach) or just below (brittle fracture approach) the thickness of the specimens used
(See Section 4.3.2.1).

The critical specimen size values for the generalized fracture

mechanics approach for the 1,2,4,7,

and 10 minute fried potato cmst specimens were

4.63, 12.48,5.28, 13.19, and 4.1 mm, respectively. The cntical specimen size values for
the brittle fracture approach for the 1 , 2 , 4 , 7 ,and 10 minute fried potato crust specimens
were 0.22,0.28,0.35,0.39, and 0.13 mm, respectively. Therefore plastic or
ductile failure occurred and plastic energy was incorporated in the fracture toughness
values of the generalized fracture mechanics approach.
Another explanation for the differences of fracture toughness values generated by
the generalized fracture mechanics approach and the brittle approach may be purely
mathematical. The choice of the polynornial function in evaluating kl may be the reason
for these differences. The polynornial fits may have overestimated ki therefore giving
greater fracture toughness values for the generalized fracture rnechanics approach than
the purely linear brittle fracture approach. Interestingly, by viewing Figures 31,32 and 33
(longer fry times), it c m be seen that the respective ordinate intercepts tend to approach 125,
141, and 117 m-l, which are, within experimental error, the reciprocal of specimen width
(1Omm). This intercept is within reason. As crack length approaches the value of the
specimen's width, the strain energy required to propagate a crack wiii tend to zero (Andrews

and Billington, 1976). Simply stated, there is no fried potato crust remaining that will support
the applied stresses that are imposed on the cmst This fact seems to indicate that the
choices of the polynomial function in evaluating klwere reasonable. Therefore the greater
fracture toughness values for the generalized fracture mechanics approach comparai to the
purely linear brittle fracture approach were not due to mathematical conditions imposed
on the generalized fracture mechanics approach but rather indicates tme differences
between the generalized fracture mechanics approach and the brittle fracture approach via
the inclusion or exclusion of plastic deformations rernote from the crack
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4.5 CONCLUSIONS

From a point of view of incorporating control of texture within a unit process
operations approach to food processing, it is desirable if the mechanicd properties of raw
or manufactured food products are used to characterize the textural charactenstics of these
foods. Mechanical parameters are fundamental material properties, which are independent
of the geometry of a material (i.e. size and shape) and are widely used for materials
specifications. Their values are expressed in SI units, despite the variability in the
mechanical properties of biological materials. Mechanical propertîes are an objective
fundamental measure of textural quality and many researchers have acknowledged the
benefits of obtaining fundamental masures of food texture. This section has s h o w that
the mechanical properries of fried potato crust c m be measured with a commonly used
structural materials test narnely, the tensile test. The tensile test was used to rneasure the
fracture stress, fracture strain, elastic modulus, and fracture toughness of fried potato crust.
It was observed that there is a relationship between leneth of frying time and the

mechanical properties of the fried potato crust. As duration of frying time increased, the
values of elastic modulus and fracture toughness increased while the values of fracture
strain decreased. Also, two different approaches for calculating fracture toughness values
were investigated: generalized fracture mechanics approach and brittle fracture approach.

The generalized fracture mechanics approach yielded fracture toughness values nearly 30
times larger than the brittle fracture approach. The Poisson's ratio of the fried potato crust
was unable to be measured quantitatively, yet microscopy was performed to qualitatively

obtain a value for Poisson's ratio.

This indicates that the mechanical properties of

biological materials can be obtained. However, further study of the measurernent of
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mechanical properties is necessary to effectively used mechanical properties as indices of
textural properties. With respect to potatoes and processed potato products, fracture stress,
fracture strain, elastic modulus, Poisson's ratio and fracture toughness measurements could
serve to quantify textural changes that are technologically important to the potato
processing industry.

5.0 PAPER 3

A FUNDAMENTAL MECHANICAL ANALYSE OF THE INDENTATION
PROCESS OF A BIOLOGICAL COMPOSI'IX MATERIAL CONSISTING OF
FRIED POTATO CRUST AND AN AGAR GEL

A full mechanics approach was applied in the indentation analysis of a biological

composite material. A 3% agar gel was modeled as the core of the composite matenal and
fried potato crusts with various thicknesses were rnodeled as the facesheets of the
composite material to simulate the structure of a french fq with the aim of characterizhg
the indentation process.

Using a theory, which incorporateci small plate defonnation

theory and plastic deformation theory, and membrane defonnation theory, the Ioaddeformation response of this biological composite material was charactenzed.

The

theoretical predictions were in reasonable agreement with the experimental results. At
indentation deformations Iess than half the crust thickness, the indentation process was
characterized by the Linear-small plate deformation theory. At indentation deformations
greater than half the crust thickness but less than the total cmst thickness the indentation
process was characterized by non-iinear plastic deformation theory.

At indentation

deformations greater than the total c r u t thickness, the indentation process was defined by
the membrane theory.

5.2 INTRODUCTION

Large numbers of potatoes are being used for processing purposes and the quality of
raw and finished potato products has become very important (Manitoba Agriculture, 1998).
Talbua et al. (1987a) stated that texture is a major factor in determining the quality of
whole cooked potatoes and processed potato products. There is no standard method used
for measuring the texturd characteristics of french fnes (Ross and Porter, 1969). The
textural properties of french fnes are not easily determined because of their structure. A
french fry consists of two components, the crust, which is a crisp exterior; and the core,
which is a soft mealy interior (Voisey et al., 1974). It is these two components, narnely the
cmst and the core, that characterize the texture of a french fry. It follows that french fries
can be considered to be a type of composite matenal since french fries consist of two
principal components that differ in their textural properties and thus their mechanical
properties. RecentIy, there has been increased interest in the mechanical properties of
advanced composite materials that are used in the aerospace industry (Sakamoto et al.,
1991). This interest has led to an increase in the study and research of anisotropic
elasticity encountered in composite materials such as sandwich panels
Static indentation analysis of composite sandwich panels has been studied
andytically and experimentally (Olsson and McManus, 1996; Frostig et al., 1992). Olsson
and McManus (1996) used a theory that likened the indentation process to impact loading.

Their theory was also based on the assumption that the load being applied was
concentrated on an elastic infinite face-sheet that rested on a core that was bonded to a
rigid foundation. After core yielding, the contact problem was considered to have separate
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regions: there was an outer region and an inner region. The outer region was modeled as a
plate on an elastic foundation.

The inner region was modeled using small plate

deformation theory, large plate deformation theory, and membrane theory. By using this
type of analysis, Olsson and McManus (1996) found that the load history for the
indentation of a composite matenal consisred of three regimes: linear elastic, non-linear
plastic, and non-linear plastic with membrane stresses. Therefore, acknowledging al1 three

of these regimes in the indentation analysis of a composite matenal, a more accurate
theoretical model describing the indentation process is possible.
By viewing indention testing with respect to obtaining texture measurements, the
food industry often employs indentation testing as an expedient method of texture
evaluation (deMan, 1969). It follows that the test methods developed in the discipline of
mechanical engineering for industrial composite materials can be very helpful in the
analysis of biological composite materials (Sakamoto et al., 1991). It was postulated that a
full mechanics analysis could be used to describe the indentation process of a biological
composite material consisting of fried potato cmst and an agar gel. Therefore, with more
study, a fundamental evaluation of french fry texture would be feasible from performing
simple indentation tests.

Adrnittedly, potatoes are highly variable in structure and

mechanical properties (Fahloul and Scanlon, 1996; Pang and Scanlon, 1996; Voisey et al.,
1969). In order to simplify the mechanical analysis, an agar gel was used as a model
system for the french fry core. Agblor (1997) reporteci peak force values of french fry core
matenal obtained from indentation tests. These values were comparable to the indentation
derived peak force values for a gellan gel (mëchanical properties of the same magnitude as
an agar gel, Nussimvitch et al., 1990). The use of a gel permitted the removal of a highly
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variable layer in the composite material and thus allowed for improved accuracy of the
analysis. The objective was to perform a mechanical analysis on a french fry crust-agar
composite, thereby validating, that a true french fry composite could be analyzed.

5 3 METHODS AND MATERIALS
53.1 Potatoes
Potatoes of the cultivar Russet Burbank were used as the experimental material, obtained
from a commercial processing crop grown on a site near Carberry, Manitoba. Potatoes
delivered from commercial storage in January 1997 were stored at the Horticultural
Storage Research facility at the University of Manitoba. The potatoes were held at 8 f 1C
and at a minimum relative humidity of 90% until used for processing. Potatoes obtained in

January 1997 were used for the expenmental work

5.3.2 Potato Processing
For the experimental work, the potatoes were processed in order to obtain enough
specimens for each fry time chosen. Approximately five usable slices were obtained from
each tuber. For the main expenmental work potatoes were processed in order to process
enough specimens for each fry time chosen. The potatoes slices were randomly split into 5
groups and were processed with five fry times: 1,2,4,7, and 10 minutes.
For the experimental work, al1 tubers were removed from storage and peeled just
prior to processing. Slices (slabs) of 10 mm thickness were sliced lengthwise off potatoes
from the stem end to the bud end. These potato slabs were processed according to the
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procedure followed in the commercial potato processing industry as described by Agblor
(1997). Immediately after blanching and drying (Agblor, 1997) the potato slabs were
placed in a wire frying basket and fried for various lengths of time in a thermostat
controlled deep fat fryer (Garland Model 80-03, Mississauga, ON) set at 185 f 2 C. The
frying oil was hycùogenated canola oil with the trade narne of Crisco Professional Frying
0i1 (Procter and Gamble, Toronto, ON). The amount of potato slabs (approximately 200)
fned for the expenmental work was obtained without needing to change the frying oil.
After frying, adhering oil was removed by agitating the wire basket. The fried potato slabs
were placed on a metal tray in a single layer and frozen. For freezing, the trays were
placed in a walk-in air freezer (Model WTD, Coldstream Refrigerator Mfg. Ltd, Winnipeg,
MB) at -20 C. They were placed close to a fan to simulate conditions in a blast freezer

(Agblor, 1997). The fried potato slabs were frozen ovemight on trays and then transferred
to pre-labeled ziploc freezer bags and stored at -20 C until needed.

5.3.3 Specimen Preparation

The crusts of the potato slabs were removed by slicing the frozen potato slabs with
a Hobart slicer (Model 410, Hobart Manufacturing Co., Cincinnati, OH). Each batch of
potato slabs fried for a certain time had a different average cmst thickness. Prelirninary
experimentation determined how to calibrate the slicer for each fry time (by hial and error)
in order to obtain crust sfices with a minimum amount of inner core attached to the cmst.
When the correct setting was detennined for each fry time, it was marked on the slicer and
used for obtaining subsequent cmst slices. After the cmst slices were obtained, they were
placed on paper towels and put in ziploc plastic bags to prevent moisture loss.
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The dimensions of the specimens obtained from the crust slices were cut to a length
of 40 mm and a width of 40 mm with a sharp blade. The thickness of the specimens was
dependent upon f q time. The average thickness of the specimens with 1, 2, 4, 7, and 10
minute fry times were 0.63,0.96, 1.29, 1.60, and 1.86 mm, respectively. For each fry time,
25 specimens were used to generate the values of average thickness. One crust specimen
was glued to each agar cube tested. Each specimen was glued to an agar cube with 40 mm
X 40 mm X 40 mm dimensions with cyanoacrylate adhesive (Viachem, St. Laurent, PQ).
A thin layer of glue was spread ont0 one face of an agar cube, the crust was placed on, and

the 'french fry' composite was let to set for one minute. In order to quantify the layer of
the glue, an auxiliary experiment was performed. Glue was spread ont0 an agar cube and
allowed to set/@. The layer of glue was sheared off with a sharp blade. The thickness of
the layer of glue was quantified with two methods. 1) The layer of glue was held with
tweezers and measured under a micrometer calibrated Nikon Optiphot compound light
microscope (Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo, Japan). 2) The layer of glue was held with two pairs of
tweezers and indented into a petroleum jelly coated microscope slide.

The average

thickness of the layer of glue was quantified by measunng the thickness of the indentation
on the petroleum jelly coated slide using a Nikon Optiphot compound light microscope
(Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo, Japan) calibrated with a micrometer. The value of the thickness of
the glue layer obtained was an average of these two techniques since there was no
substantial difference in values obtained by the two methods.

53.4 Agar Gel Preparation

A 3% agar gel (3g1100ml) was prepared by dissolving rnicrobioIogical grade

granulated a g a (Difco, Detroit, MI) in distilled water. The solution was heated until
boiling in an Erlenmeyer flask on a hot plate. The liquid agar dispersion was poured into a
pan and cooled ovemight at room temperature prior to attachent of the fried potato cmst

specimens and subsequent testing 24 hours later. The composite fried potato crust-agar
system was tested immediately after the fried potato cmst was glued to the agar cube.

5.3.5 Indentation Testing

The indentation testing was performed at room temperature under quasistatic
conditions. The Lloyd LlOOO universal testing machine (Lloyd Instruments Ltd, Fareham,
England) was used for the application of a normal force with a crosshead speed of 1
mmmin-' .

The indenters employed for indentation testing were fiat ended cylinders with 0.5,
1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 mm diameters. Since agar cubes of 40mm X 40mm X 40mm

dimensions were indented with these indenters, the composite fried potato crut-agar
specimens could be modeled as an elastic half-space (Le. the aga-crust composite had
dimensions much larger than the dimensions of the indenters used).
Testing took place over six days with two indenters being used for indentation
testing on each of the f i s t five days. On the sixth day ali five indenters were used. For
each of the first five days of testing, agar from two different pans were used to create the
composites; ten cubes of agar of the desired dimensions were obtained from each pan. For
the sixth day of testing, agar from three different pans were used for testing; a total of 25
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cubes being used to create the composites. The painng of the indenters for testing were as
follows: Day 1) 1 and 4 mm diameter indenters, Day 2) 3 and 0.5 mm diarneter indenters,
Day 3) 0.5 and 2 mm diameter indenters, Day 4) 2 and 3 mm diameter indenters, and Day
5) 4 and 1 mm diarneter indenters. Testing of ten composites was performed with the first

indenter followed by testing of ten composites with the second. On the sixth day al1 five
indenters were used in random order.
On each day of testing the crusts resulting from different fry times were glued to
randomly chosen agar cubes. Composites of the crust from each fry time were tested twice
for each of the probes for each of the fnst five days, and once for the sixth day. Thus, a
total of five replicates were tested for each fry time and each indenter diameter for a total
of 125 load-deformation curves.

5.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.4.1 Linear Elastic Regime

Indentation to a deformation level that is equal to half of the thickness of the cmst
has been modeled with the small plate deflection solution so that the 'french fry'

composite has elastic properties and can be considered to be in the linear elastic regime
(Roark, 1954). This linear elastic small deformation solution has been characterized by an
infinite layer supporteci by a Winkler foundation and being axisymmetrically loaded on the
upper surface.

Thus the fuil-field elasticity solution for this problem necessitates

knowledge of the foundation stiffness (k) of the Winkler foundation and the thickness of
the upper layer (Dempsey et al., 199 1).

Experimentally the k of the 3% agar gel (the

Winkler foundation) was obtained by dividing the load/deformation (P/d) indentation value
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of the 3% agar gel by the cross-sectional area of the indenter. It was previously found that
the Pld values for a 3% agar gel were 38.8, 82.8, 184.9, 230.2, and 360.2 ~ r n - ' ,
respectively.

The foundation stiffness (k) values are presented in Table 1.

The

experimentai values of crust thickness (h), which are the thickness values of the upper
layer, are also given in Table 1. It should be noted that the thickness of the layer of glue
was rneasured as having a value of 0.071 mm. The layer of glue had a thickness that was
hast 10 tirnes smaller than the thickness of the thimest fried potato cmst Iayer. Thereby,

the thickness of the layer of glue was neglected and the mechanical properties of the
crustfglue layer accounted as one material in the analysis. L is the characteristic length or
radius of relative stiffness. The characteristic length (L) can be numerically obtained from
( L ~= Dlk) which is the relationship between flexural rigidity of the layer (D) and the
foundation stiffness (k). The characteristic length (L) is given in Table 1. Table 1 ako
shows the values of Llh. The parameter Lm indicates the degree of interaction between a
layer and the underlying foundation. It should be noted that D is the flexural rigidity of the
layer (D = ~ ' h ~ / 1 2 )E'. is the apparent elastic modulus (E'=E/(I-?)).

E is the elastic

modulus (E = OIE)and o is stress in the linear elastic regime, while E is the strain level
corresponding with the aforementioned stress. The Poisson's ratio of the cmst Iayer is v.
The values for the flexural rigidity (D) of the crust for the 1, 2, 4, 7, and 10 minute fry

times are 0.0384,0.260,0.473, 1.502,2.8-

X 10.~Nm, respectively.

The elastic modulus (E) values for the crust of varïed fsr times were obtained from
this author's previous experirnents and have been quoted as 1.4!,2.67,2.0,3.32,

and 4.0 X

106~ r n for
' ~ the 1, 2, 4, 7, and 10 minute fs, tirnes, respectively. It should be explicitly
stated that these values were obtained using the relation of E = GIE. The values for the
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apparent elastic modulus (ET)
of the crust for the 1, 2, 4, 7, and 10 minute fry times are
1.88, 3.56, 2.67, 4.43, and 5.33 X 106 ~ r n - respectively.
~,
These values were obtained

frorn the relation E'=U(I -v2) using the previously deduced value of the Poisson's ratio of
the crust (0.5). It should be noted that the value of Poisson's ratio was qualitatively
obtained and may not be accurate. The use of this improper value may have introduced a
numerical error that is canied throughout the rest of this analysis. However, from a purely
mathematical consideration this error would not be large as Poisson's ratio is squared in
the relation E'=w(L-v2).

Therefore the numencal emor introduced from using an

inaccurate value for Poisson's ratio would not be significant.

TABLE 1.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULT OF FOUNDATION STWFNESS (k),
CHARACTERISTIC LENGTH
(L), TH[CKNESS (h) AND L h RATIO
Indenter
Di arneter

mm)

,

..

.

0.5

1 .O

2.0

3.0

4.0

.

Fry Time
(minutes)
.

1
2
4
7
10
1
2
4
7
10
1
2
4
7
10
1
2
4
7
10
1
2
4
7
10

Thickness
Charact.
h
Length
6k
-3
(X 1 ~ ' ~ m )
L
(x
1
@l!?-.Ym...1~...--.~..~.~-..-.--.-.-.-.-----.-.---.-L---.0..". m-9-..-0.664
0.626
1.07
0.957
1.243
198
1.286
1.66
1.597
1.95
1.861
0.778
0.626
1.254
0.957
105
1.286
1.457
1.597
1.945
1.861
2.285
0.626
0.899
0.957
1.45
58.9
1.286
1.683
1.597
2.247
1.861
2.641
0.626
1.042
0.957
1.681
32.6
1.286
1 .951
1.597
2.606
1.861
3.062
0.626
1.076
0.957
1.735
28.7
1.286
2.014
1.597
2.690
1.861
3.161

L/b

Foundation
Stiffhess

...-

1.060
1.1 19
0.967
1.039
0.965
1.243
1.311
1.132
1.218
1.130
1A36

1.515
1.309
1.407
1,306
1.665
1,756
1.517
1.632
1.514
1.718
1.813
1.566
1.684
1 -563

As stated by Olsson and McManus (1996) and Dempsey et al. (1991) the slope of a
load-deformation curve, in the linear elastic regirne, should theoretically reside between
the values:
XD/L~

(1)

and

For the presentation of the experimental data, only the extremes of frying time and indenter
sizes of the 125 expenmental load-deformation curves are shown. Explicitly, the 1 and 10
minute fry time crust-agar specimens ('french fry composites') for the 1 and 4mm diameter
indenters are shown in Figures 1 to 4. It should be noted the 0.5m.m diameter indenter was
dropped from this part of the analysis because there was a large degree of scatter in its
data. It was determined that the use of the 1 and 4 mm diameter indenters as the extremes
best shows the trends. Table 2 sumarizes the experimental Pld values for al1 data. The
theoretical Lines of equations 1 and 2 are shown plotted in Figures 1 through 4. The
experimental Pld values are the average slopes in the 1-4% strain level range of the
indentation load-deformation curves for the 'french fry' composites of various fry times
and indenter diameters. The theoretical lower and upper limits for Pld were calculated by

placing the D and L values (above) for each fry time and indenter diarneier combination
into equations 1 and 2 respectively. The upper and lower limit Pld values for aU of the fry
times and the different sized indenters are also given in Table 2.
It was noted that the standard deviations quoted for the experimental data in Table
2 were high. To deterrnine if specimen preparation procedures were responsible for the

variation in the data, auxiliary expenments were performed in which five different areas on
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the sarne crust-agar specimen were indented and load-deformation curves were generated.
This was done for the 1 and 7 minute fried crusts for both the 1 and 3 mm diameter
indenters. The results are shown in Table 3. Standard deviations of the corresponding
force and P/d values were of the same magnitude within the sarne sarnple as they are
between different samples of the same fry time and indenter diameter. These high standard
deviations may be attributed to the highly variable nature of the potato (Fahloul and
Scanion, 1996; Pang and Scanlon, 1996; Voisey et al., 1969). There are examples in the
Literature in which high standard deviations have been attributed to the variable nature of
the biological materials (Gibson et al., 1981;Vincent, 1982).

FIGURE 1.

LOAD-DEFORMATION INDENTATION CURVE (1 MM INDENTER- I
MINUTE FRY TIME)

Load (N)

FIGURE 2.

LOAD-DEFORMATION INDENTATION CURVE (1MM INDENTER-IO
MINUTE FRY TIME)

Load (N)
CE)

FIGURE 3.

LOAD-DEFORMATION INDENTATION CURVE (4MM INDENTER- I
MINUTE FRY TIME)

Load (N)

FIGURE 4.

LOAD-DEFORMATION INDENTATION CURVE (4MM INDENTER-IO
MINUTE FRY TIME)

Load (N)

TABLE 2.
COMPARISON OF EXPERlMENTAL AND TEEORETICAL KNDENTATION
DERWED P/d VALUES FOR VARIOUS INDENTER DIAMETERS AND
VARIOUS FRY TIMES (n = 5)
Indenter
Diameter
(mm)

Fry T h e
(minutes)

P/d
P/d
Experimental
Lower
(~m-')
Limit
3.1 ~ D / L ~ I standard
mm-')
deviation

P/d
Upper Limit
~DL'
(NM')

Limit
Check

1

199.29

221.56 i 91.21

507.77

Yes

1

149.26

279.40 t 83.70

380.29

Yes

3.0

4.0

1

11 1.30

445.06t 105.32

283.13

No-above

2

287.46

450.01 t 100.78

732.39

Yes

4

387.55

476.57f: 112.47

987.39

Yes

7

693-67

494.39& 194.21

1767.3 1

No-below

10

958.42

698.48 k 209.45

2441.84

No-below

1

104.85

433.39 +, 137.60

267.i 3

No-above

2

272.13

472.75 +, 140.25

693.33

Yes

4

3 19.26

581.55+, 174.34

813.41

Yes

7

652.08

633.58 189.65

+

1661.35

No-below

10

900.47

771.17f 233.54

2294.18

No-below

TABLE 3.
THE EFEECT OF LOCATION ON INDENTATION MEASURED P/d VALUES
Fry Time and Location of
Indentation Measmement
1 minute-midde
1 minute-top
1 minute-bottom
1 minute-~ghtof middle
1 minute-left of middle
1 minute-average of al1
locations k standard
deviation
7 minute-middle
7 minute-top
7 minute-bottom
7 minute-right of middle
7 minute-left of midde
7 minute-average of al1
locations t standard
deviation

P/d Values ( ~ m - ' )for the 1 mm and 3 mm Diameter
Indenter
1 mm
3 mm
230
290
290
380
390
540
530
460
330
370
408 t95.2
354 I
Z 14.4

In addition to indicating the variability in mechanical properties of french fry cmts,

Table 2 shows that there appears to be an indenter size and fiy tirne interaction. At small
indenter sizes, the experimental P/d values do not fit between the theoreticdly established
upper and lower limits. This result implies that the material is as not stiff as the theory
would imply. This may be due to the higher shear stresses of smaller indenters causing

more plastic deformation so that the systern is not adequately defined by the elastic regime.
It rnay be that for the smaller indenters the foudation may not in fact be the agar gel but

may be the crust whose k value has not been determine& As indenter size increases, the

P/dvalues for the shorter fry times (Le. the thimer trusts) start fming within the theoretical

upper and lower limits. This experimental result c m be supported by Dempsey et aï.
(1990) in which it was stated that the two controllhg parameters in the cylindrical
indentation problem are b/L (b is a tnie parameter for a fiat ended indenter, narnely, the
indenter radius) and Uh. Greater values of Uh indicate either a more flexible Winkler
foundation or a thinner layer; greater values of b/L, indicate a greater contact region. For
these larger values of b/L and L/h, the influence of shear and transverse defonnations
become less significant (Dempsey et al., 1990). Therefore the situation may be more
accurately defined by the elastic regime. As indenter size increases the Pld values for the
longer fry times (Le. thicker crusts) start fitting within the theoretical upper and lower
limits.

This may seem iike a contradiction in that at smaller Ilh values shear and

transverse defonnations become more significant. However, the more important parameter
of the indentation process may be the b/L ratio. In fact Table 1 indicates that Lh is roughly
constant as fry time increases. From this fact, it appears that b/L is the dominant factor in
determining if shear can be neglected. Therefore, as b/L increases, b increases, and the
situation is better describeci by the more elastic solution.

5.4.2 Non-Linear Regime

Increasing deformations increase both the magnitude and the vertical component of
membrane stresses (Olsson and McManus, 1996). Deformations to a level greater than
half of the upper layer's thickness causes non-linear plastic stresses to be incmed.
Deformations to a level greater than the thickness of the upper layer causes non-linear
membrane stresses to result. The plate theory of a layer on a Winkler foundation contains
two kinds of contact: line contact, and area contact or "wrapping" (Dempsey et al., 1990).
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Line contact results from a point load (Dempsey et al., 1990). The forces registered and
deformations incurred are contained at the point of contact. Line contact occurs when
indenter load and deformations are small (Dempsey et al., 1990). Area contact or
"wrapping" results from a constant bending moment within the contact region (Dempsey et
al., 1990). For Line contact there is no shear force present and the upper surface contact
pressure is the same as the lower surface support reaction. Outside of the contact region,
deformation and shear forces follow the slope of curvature of the indenter for the contact
half-length (i.e. for a cylindrical indenter this contact half-length is the indenter radius)
(Dempsey et al., 1990).

For larger indenter, load wrapping occurs and the load

deformation relation becomes non-linear (Dempsey et al., 1990). Therefore significant
deviations from the Linear elastic srnaIl defIection solution will result when deformations to
a level greater than half the thickness of the upper layer are incurred (Dempsey et al.,
1991) and the slope of the load-deformation curve is no longer expected to reside between
A D L ~and ~ D / L ~It. should be explicitly stated that the non-linear deformation that takes

place at deflections greater than half the upper layer thickness will consist of two
deformations: deformation at the plastic radius (da) and deformation due to membrane
stresses ( d 3 (Olsson and McManus, 1996). Plûase refer to Figure 5.

Maximum

defonnation occurs from the centre of the indenter outwards to the radius, or in other
words, the edges of the indenter. The plastic radius defonnation (da) depends on the yield
stress of the underlying material (the foundation) and its foundation stiffness (k) (Olsson
and McManus, 1996). The da values are obtained from dividing the yield stress of the 3%

agar gel (the foundation), which was previously obtained to be 8300 ~ r n ' ~by, the
foundation stiffness (k). This was done for each indenter size. The da values obtained for
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the 0.5, 1.O, 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 mm diameter indenters were 0.049,0.080,O. 141, 0.255, and
0.289 mm, respectively. Membrane deformation (dm)incorporates the yield stress of the

foundation and incorporates properties of the upper layer (Olsson and McManus, 1996).
The shape of the resulting membrane will depend on the plastic radius (a), and therefore
the size of the plastic radius will affect the membrane deformation.

The use of a

cylindrical indenter allows for an interesting situation to exist. If the size of the plastic
radius is smaller than the indenter radius, membrane stresses cannot be incurred. Thus, as
previously dluded, two situations exist in the non-linear regirne.

Plastic non-linear

involves the situation where total deformation equds the plastic radius deformation but the
plastic radius is less than the indenter radius. Membrane non-linear involves the situation
where total deformation is greater than the plastic radius deformation and the-plastic radius
is greater than the indenter radius (Olsson and McManus, 1996) (refer to Figure 5).

FIGURE5

CONDITIONS UNDER THE INDENTER THAT DETERMINE THE
CONTRIBUTION OF PLASTIC RADIUS DEFORMATION AND
M E M B W DEFORMATION TO PLASTIC DEFORMATION
Where; P= force, b = indenter radius, da = plastic radius deformation, d m =
membrane deformation, r = radius of area over which deformation occurs

For al1 of the fry times and al1 the different sized indenters the total deformation at
half crust thickness exceeded the plastic radius deformation (dJ. It has previously been

stated that when total deformation levels exceed half cmst thickness plastic deformation is
incurred (Roark, 1954). Therefore, the total deformation minus the elastic deformation
(simply the value of half cmst thickness) yields the plastic deformation. Since the total
deformation at a half cmst thickness exceeded the plastic radius deformation, the plastic
deformation consists of membrane deformation. In order to obtain the load due to
membrane deformation, the size of the plastic radius must be known. The plastic radius
can be determined frorn a shape factor that can be obtained from a second order
polynornial which describes the shape of a cable under a constant load per unit length
(Olsson and McManus, 1996). There is a relationship between membrane deformation and
the difference between the plastic radius and the indenter radius. This relationship cm be
described in part by the deformation shape (S).
S =d&

(3)

Where: S is the deformation shape, dmis the membrane deformation, and b is the indenter
radius. Once the deformation shape has been determined it can be used to generate the
plastic radius by the following equation (Scanlon, 1998):
a=drn(2/x~+lllc~*)+b(4)
Where: a is the plastic radius. It should be noted that dm in equation 4 will have an
assigned value of zero when the plastic radius is less than the indenter radius since a
negative value of membrane deformation is not logical (unless adhesion occurs). A
numerical fit constant ()f:

is necessary to obtain theoretical values of the corresponding

membrane forces in equation 6 from this plastic radius. This numerical fit constant is
given by denvation of Olsson and McManus' (1996) work.
fw3= (a-b)/b

(5)

According to membrane theory, a point load is distributed over a smalf area and the radius
of indentation of a perfect membrane is equal to the indenter radius for a cylindrical
indenter (Olsson and McManus, 1996). Therefore from further derivation of Olsson and
McManus' (1996) work, it c m be stated that the load due to membrane deformation (Pd
is given by

P m = ( 2 ~ h / x a 2 ) f w 3 d (6)
~
The theoretically determined Pm values were plotted against deformation values for every
fry time and indenter diameter tested. Again for simplicity only these theoretically derived
load versus deformation curves for the 1 and 10 minute fry times for the 1.0 and 4.0 mm
diameter indenters are shown in Figures 1 through 4. It can be observed frorn these graphs
that as the indentation process progresses and the deformation becomes greater, the nonlinear membrane theoretical line more accurately depicts the indentation process than the
iinear small deformation theory. This is shown nicely for the 1 mm 1 min case but is a bit
more difficult to defend for the 10 minute cases, although arbitrary scaling factors would
bnng al1 but the linear 4rnrn 10 min curves ont0 the membrane solutions, indicating the
validity of incorporating a membrane solution in the analysis.

5.4.3 Normalizing Load Deformation Data

It is beneficial to normalize the load-deformation data as it allows of, calculation of
a simple index value from which comparisons of mechanical properties of engineering

materials can be made. From a food science aspect, normalization of the data also allows
for a simple index value from which comparisons of mechanical properties of biological
materials in terms of textural parameters can be made. The elimination of the expression
of textural parameters in units makes normalization more suited to the practical nature of
food processing. By charactenzing composite foods in terms of normalized data, results of
texture measurements could be easily compared against standard measurements as a check
for cornpliance in terms of quaiity control. These normalized indices of textural quality
might be independent of the actual mechanical properties of the food, as long as the
characteristic dimensions (e-g., L, da, h) have been defined.
Norrnalized force (P') can be obtained from the following equation (Olsson and
McManus, 1996)-

Where: P is the measured load,
-

00

is the yield stress of the foundation and L is the

charactenstic length (as defined above). Normalized deformation c m be obtained from
dividing deformation (d) by the deformation at the plastic radius (da)(O1sson and
McManus, 1996). Figures 6 through 10 show the average load-defonnation indentation
curves that have been normalized for the extreme fry tirnes (1 minute and 10 minute) for
al1 diameter indenters. These graphs also normalize the cmst thickness at the different fry
times by expressing it as the dJh ratio. Tsang and Dugundji (1992) and Shuaeib and Soden
(1997) stated that the load-deformation indentation response was affecteci by facesheet
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thickness as more load was needed to achieve the same indentation as the facesheet
thickness increased. This can be observai in the graphs and this c m dso be seen in TabIe

2. Generally, as the crust thickness increased, the P/d values increased.

mGURE 6.

NORMALIZED LOAD-DEFORMATION
(OSMM INDENTER)

INDENTATION CURVE

FIGURE 7.

NORMALIZED LOAD-DEFORMATION
( 1.OMM INDENTER)

INDENTATION

CURVE

FIGURE 8.

NORMALIZED LOAD-DEFORMATION INDENTATION CURVE
(2.0MM INDENTER)

FIGURE 9.

NORMALIZED LOAD-DEFORMATION
(3.OMM INDENTER)

INDENTATION

CURVE

FIGURE 10. NORMALIZED LOAD-DEFORMATION
(4.OM.M INDENTER)

INDENTATION

CURVE

5.4.4 Fracture Work

For completeness fracture stress values for the 'french fry' composites have been
given in Table 4. As the indenter size increased, the fracture stress values decreased within
each fry tirne. The fracture stress values of the 'french fiy' composites for all fry times for
each indenter diameter were compared to the yield stress values for a 3% agar gel (Chapter
3, Table 3). Al1 of the composite 'french fries' have fracture stress values that are

approximately 5-10 times greater than the 3% agar gel for corresponding indenter
diameters. From this result it can be stated that the fned potato cmst definitely contributes
to the mechanical properties of the 'french fry' composite. Within each indenter diameter
there seems to be no clear trend of fracture stress values increasing as fry time increased.
It has been stated by DuPont et al., (1992) and found expenmentally in Chapter 4 (See
Section 4.1.1.1) that as fry time increases the mechanical properties (of which fracture

stress is an example) increase. The fact that there is no clear relationship between fracture
stress values of the 'french fry' composite and f y time like there is with yield stress values
of the fried potato crust and fry time seems to indicate that the comrnon underlying
foundation of the agar gel also contributes to the mechanical properties of the composite.
These results illustrate the complexity encountered in measuring the mechanical properties
of composite materiais. However, with M e r study knowledge of how the crust and core
interact, in terms of b/L, Ilh, and dJh, can assist potato processors in reducing the
complexity encountered in obtaining textural measurements.

TABLE 4.
FRAClVRE STRESS (-+STANDARD DEVIA'IlOM VALUES OF TEE 'FRENCH
FRY' COMPOSITE FOR THE VARIOUS INDENTER SUES (n = 5)
Fracture Stress (hANnf2)

Fry Time

Indenter Diameter

(miautes)

(mm)
0.5

1.O

2-0

3 .O

4.0

5.5 CONCLUSIONS

It was determined that a mode1 comprising a theory incorporating small plate

deformation theory (describing the linear-elastic regime of the indentation problem),
plastic deformation theory, and membrane deformation theory (describing the non-linear
regime ofthe indentation problem), which are used for andyzing the indentation process of

industrial composite materials, could be applied to the chuackrbtiurr of the indentation
process of a fied potato crust-agar gel composite. It was observed that an indenter size

and fry time interaction exists in the linear regime.

At small indenter sizes, the

c x p e r i m d load-defornation (Wd) values did not fit between the estabiished upper and
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lower limits described by the small plate deformation theory. As indenter size increased,
the P/d values for the shorter fry times (Le. the thinner crusts) started to fit within the
theoretical upper and lower limits.

This indicated the presence of two controlling

parameters in the cylindncal indentation problem namely, b/L and L/h. At larger values of
b/L and Uh, the influence of non-linea. deformations become Iess significant and the
situation may be more accurately defined by the linear-elastic regime. For the largest
indenter sizes, the P/d values for the longer fry times (Le. thicker cmsts) started to fit
within the theoretical upper and lower limits of the linear-elastic small plate deformation
solution, indicating that the more important parameter of the indentation process may be
the b/L ratio.

It was observed that as the indentation process progressed and the

deformation becarne greater, the non-linear membrane theory more accurately depicted the
indentation process than the linear small deformation theory. These are important steps in
analytically describing the indentation process of a biological composite and ultimately
generating indices of food texture and food quality via a fundamental mechanical analysis.

6.0 OVERALL CONCLUSIONS
A fundamental mechanics approach used for obtaining mechmical properties of

industrial materials can be used to obtain the mechanical properties of biological composite
materials. The composite studied was fned potato cmst bonded to a 3% agar gel (to
simulate the interior of french fries). It was shown that indentation could measure the
elastic modulus of the agar gel, allowing more food texture information to be acquired, in
addition to Bourne's compression and shear coefficients, although the elastic modulus
values were approximately 50% higher. The mechanical properties fracture stress, elastic
21 1

modulus, fracture strain, Poisson's ratio, and fracture toughness were obtained for fned
potato crust.

The two fracture mechanics techniques were used to masure fracture

toughness of fned potato crust. Fracture toughness values obtained by using Andrews'
generalized fracture mechanics technique (1974) were approximately 30 tirnes than
fracture toughness values obtained using a brittle fracture technique proposed by Vincent
(1982). The information from these studies were applied to a mode1 comprising a theory
incorporating small plate deformation theory, plastic deformation theory, and membrane
deformation which are used for analyzing the indentation process of industrial composite
matenals.

This theoretical analysis predicted with a certain degree of accuracy the

indentation response of the bioIogicai composite. Admittedly, there are some problems
encountered dunng the measurement of the mechanical properties of biological materials
with theories and testing techniques developed for analyzing the mechanical properties of
engineering materials. However, once contact conditions, matenal inhomogeneity, and
inherent biological variability are accounted for, the benefits of obtaining texture
measurements and characterizing the interaction of the primary components of a biological
composite in terms of mechanical parameters are great. With respect to potatoes and
processed potato products, further study of mechanical properties could serve to quantify
textural changes that are technologicdy important to the potato processing industry.
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